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ABSTRACT
Millennium Scholarship Program Hispanic
Persisters and Hispanic
Non-MSP Persisters
by
Aiiie J. Stops
Dr. Paul E. Meacham, PhD., Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Educational Leadership
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
The Hispanic component of the student body at the Community College of
Southern Nevada was the primary focus o f this study, which spanned a three-year
period of time. Statistics regarding the enrollment and academic success of Hispanic
students were collected and analyzed. Particular attention was given to the impact o f
the state o f Nevada’s recent Millennium Scholarship Program (MSP) on the Hispanic
student population. Enrollment and success o f Hispanic students were secondarily
compared to that of other student ethnic components.
The study, which followed two cohorts of students, found that Hispanic students
in both cohorts vho participated in the MSP persisted at higher rates than Hispanic
students uho ware not participants in the MSP. Hispanic MSP students were
additionally hound to persist at higher rates than African Americans and Asian MSP
students.

m
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Significant findings of this study involved Hispanic MSP student enrolhnent into
non-occupational courses, the enrollment of Hispanic MSP students into nonoccupational courses by gender, and Hispanic MSP studait enrolhnent into nonoccupational courses as compared to Hispanic non-MSP students. Significance was
also found between Hispanic MSP and other minority MSP students in regard to
enrollment into non-occupational courses. The first and last semester grade point
averages of Hispanic MSP students versus Hispanic non-MSP students was
significant for both cohorts.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION
It is a disappointment that, in general, the media reports on education reform
lack an emphasis on learning incentives and learner motivation. Meanwhile, almost
half o f the Hispanic high school studmts in the coimtry drop out before graduating
from high school. This is more than double the rate of African American students
and three times the rate o f Caucasian students. Forty percent o f Hispanic dropouts
never complete the tenth grade (Parnell, 1985). The National Commission on
Secondary Schooling for Hispanics had stated almost twenty years ago that “...the
high drop out rate is a failure of the education system which has not met the
aspirations and special needs of its growing Hispanic population”. The commission
also expressed its concern about the programs that were available and stated that it
“.. .blames curricula that fail to address the vocational needs of students, the lack of
adequate counseling and support services, low expectations, and the strength of the
work ethic among Hispanic men” (as cited in Parnell, 1985, p. 9).
As the Hispanic population increases faster than any ethnic grotq) in the United
States, “.. .Latinos' success at entering and graduating from college afkcts not only
their own well-being but also die nation's well-being.. .the vitality o f the U.S. work
farce increasingly depends on Hispanic educational prioress” (Fry, 2002, p. 1).
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Additionally, it has been projected that the number of Hispanics vdio will be seeking
employment in American business and industry in the next twenty years m ^ number
as many as 18 million (Fry, 2002). AlAough this projection suggests there will be
job openings, the educational level of Hispanics may fall short o f job criteria and
educational preparedness. Hispanic college students db enroll into college courses,
but many of these students do not persist until graduatitm (Fry, 2002).
In 1999 the Nevada Legislature enacted a law creating the Millennium
Scholarship Program (MSP). Its purpose was to increase the “go to college” rate of
Nevadans ^ o graduated from high school with at least a 3.0 Grade Point Average
(GPA). The first class of Millennium Scholar graduates was from the class o f2000
with 7,185 students eligible statewide (Office o f the State, 2000). O f these high
school graduates 4,270 enrolled for college classes at Nevada higher education
institutions in the Fail 2000 semester (Office of the State, 2001).
An ethnic breakdown of those who were eligible was completed. According to
the Millennium Scholarship Baseline Study Report (Office of the State Treasurer,
2003), Hispanics comprised 14.3%, and Caucasians comprised 70%. Other
ethnicities were each reported as less than 10%; the exact percentages of African
Americans, Asians, and Native Americans were not provided in the report. Out of
the 4,270 graduates, 908 (21%) of Millennium Scholarship qualifiers enrolled at the
Community College o f Southern Nevada (CCSN) in Las Vegas, Nevada (J. Bearce,
personal communication, June 27,2003).
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Statement o f the Problem
The Allowing figures conveyed the low percentages o f Hispanic student
persisters and completers at CCSN at the start o f the 1998-1999 academic year.
Hispanics com;nised 14% o f the CCSN student body, yet only 4% o f CCSN's
graduating class of 1999 was Hispanic. In 2000 Las Vegas high schools produced
2,100 Hispanic graduates. In the Fall 2000 semester, 300 of those graduates were
enrolled at CCSN. In the Fall 2000 semester, the overall Hispanic enrollment at
CCSN was 14% of the student body. In the Spring 2001 semester only 5% of
CCSN's graduates were Hispanic (J. Bearce, personal communication, April 4,
2001). Conventional explanations for Hispanic students’ collective failure to persist
and graduate included lack of motivation, lack of preparation, and lack o f support.
However, little attention had been given to Hispanic students who were motivated,
prepared, and supported.
CCSN provided student services such as assessment, advising, career and
academic counseling, and financial assistance. It also offered academic support
services such as the Tutorial Center, the Writing Assistance Lab, the Computer and
Online Research Lab, and the campus libraries.
One purpose of the MSP was to attract Nevada’s high school graduates to
continue their schooling at a Nevada college or university and persist in the pursuit
o f their higher education. SiiKe CCSN has main campuses located in the cities o f Las
Vegas and Henderson with an estimated 20-25% Hispanic population, this researcher
questioned the persistence o f Hispanics in the MSP conq>ared to Hispanics not in the
MSP. CCSN’s MSP, therefi)re, was very important, but was it effective? If it was not
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effective, then changes would have to be made in the execution of the MSP so that
Hispanic students would have excellent oppoftunitiK to achieve success. If it was
effective, then the MSP was on track and could possibly be enhanced with additional
stq)port features.

Some State Scholarship Programs
The MSP in Nevada began statewide in the Fall 2000 semester. The program
completed its pilot year in May 2001 at the close of the spring semester. MSP is
modeled after similar efforts in other states. The scholarship programs in New
Mexico and Georgia were reviewed by this researcher in order to have a basis of
comparison as well as more depth of knowledge.
New Mexico Lottery Scholarship. Since 1996 the New Mexico Lottery Scholarship
Program has functioned on a budget o f $9.8 million. Each recipient of this
scholarship was required to meet the criteria which included: being a resident ofNew
Mexico who had graduated from a New Mexico high school; was attending a New
Mexico university or community college; was enrolled full-time; and maintained a
2.5 GPA. In the fall o f2000 more than 10,000 New Mexicans received this
scholarship (Binder, Ganderton, and Hutchens, 2002).
Georgia HOPE Scholarship. Since 1991 the Georgia HOPE Scholarship Program
has functioned on an annual budget o f $360 million. The criteria for this scholarship
required recipiœts to: be a Georgia resident; be a high school graduate since 1993;
be ouolled full-time; and keep a GPA minimum of 2.5. By the fidl o f2000 more
than 588,000 Georgians received this scholarship (Dynarski, 2002).
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Anp. Since 2000 the Nevada MSP had functioned on an

annual budget of $21 million. The criteria fbrlhis scholarship were that the recipient:
be a Nevada resident; be a h i^ school graduate with at least a 3.0 GPA; be enrolled
full-time or part-time at a community college or four-year college or university; and
maintain a 2.5 GPA. In the 611 o f 2000 more Aan 4,000 Nevadans received this

scholarship (Office o f the State, 2002).

Concqitual Framework
The number of Hispanic students attending U.S. community colleges showed a
slow increase in the 1990s. By the end o f that decade, Hispanics accounted for
approximately 10% of all community college and 4-year college students. These
students were surpassed by Asian college students at slightly over 11%, but they
were ahead o f African American college students who were enrolled at
approximately 7% (Fry, 2002).
Even though Hispanics comprised more than 13% of the U.S. population, they
were not proportionately represented in U.S. community colleges. Within the general
population of Las Vegas, for instance, the Hispanic population is 19%, and the
CCSN Hispanic student population is below that at 16% (J. Bearce, personal
communication, April 4, 2001). It may be possible for the lower-than-expected
Hispanic student enrollment to be explained by looking at the beliefs and tradititms
within the Hispanic culture.
Victor Vroom devel<q)ed the Expectancy Theory by Wûdi he believed Aat
. .fek needs cause behavior, and this motivated behavior in a work setting is
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increased if a person perceives a positive relationship between effort and
performance” (Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson, 2001, p. 33; Bank and Biddle,
1992). Vroom believed that motivated behavior is increased if there is a positive
relationship between good performance and outcomes and rewards. This theory can
be tested against the proposed study of groups o f Hispanics in the MSP. If the work
ethic o f Hispanics is a strong factor in their persistence or non-persistence at CCSN,
one contributing factor may be the Expectancy Theory. For example, if the MSP
Hispanic students perceived that a strong academic performance in college resulted
in a high paying position in the future, then they may raise their willingness to
succeed and to work harder in order to increase their confidence level. If Vroom’s
theory, which stated that there was a link between effort and performance as well as
between performance and valued outcomes, held in regard to this research study,
then the Hispanic MSP students will achieve academic success once each had
clarified his/her academic and career goals, prioritized them, and made a personal
commitment to pursue those goals.
What might account for differences between MSP Hispanics and non-MSP
Hispanics who have similar high school GPAs? It may be assumed that MSP
students were motivated, smart, and had support. Since the MSP students were
regarded as high-ability students, they, therefore, would be expected to persist.
It is likely that many o f CCSN's Hispanic students were competing to succeed
against the traditional holdings o f their cultures. These holdings may include the
expectation o f young adults to work in order to augment the family income, if
necessary, and to postpone or forfeit college in such cases. If families and peers did
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not value education, then Hispanic students needed to look elsewhere to find siqoport,
encouragement, and assistance. “The value placed on a college education, however,
is highest among those

have the lowest rates of college participation: African

American and Hispanic parents are more likely to emphasize higher education than
either white parents or the population as a vhole” (Public Agenda, 2000, %6). Fry
(2002) also wrote that Hispanic families value and support a college education.
Besides family, another place that they most likely looked was the MSP since it was
marketed to them prior to high school graduation by CCSN’s Recruitment Office as
well as by the counselors in the high schools.

Research Questions
This study examined and compared semester-to-semester persistence, course
taking behavior, and GPA performance o f Hispanic MSP student and regularly
enrolled Hispanic students at CCSN from the 2000-2001 and the 2001-2002
academic years. The researcher had found that little attention had been given to
Hispanic students who were motivated, prepared, and supported in regard to their
post-secondary education.
1. How does year-to-year persistence o f full-time MSP Hispanics compare with
non-MSP Hispanics during the first year of each cohort?
2. How does course taking differ between MSP Hispanics and non-MSP
Hispanics?
3. How does course work performance (GPA) diff^ between MSP Hispanics
and non-MSP Hispanics?
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4. Is there a statistically significant différence between the first and last semester
grade point averages o f MSP Hispanics and nmi-MSP Hispanics in the study?
5. Is there a statistically significant difference in persistence in regard to: a.)
MSP Hispanic males and females compared to non-MSP Hispanic students of
both genders; b.) MSP Hispanic males to non-MSP Hispanic males; c.) MSP
Hispanic females to non-MSP Hispanic females?

Research Design and Methodology
This ex post facto comparative-descriptive study compared variables associated
with persistence and non-persistence. The analysis included descriptive statistics of
the sample and made comparisons within the existing Hispanic MSP and non-MSP
Hispanic students as well as explored relationships in the data through cross
tabulations. Chi-square tests were used to look at the relationships among variables.
If the relationships indicated further analysis, a one-tailed ANOVA was used to
determine differences in the means between groups. Existing data maintained in
CCSN and UCCSN databases were utilized in this study along with reports that were
generated in and distributed from Nevada’s Office of the State Treasurer.

Significance o f the Study
Students are file lifrblood of CCSN. Therefiire, each student’s success and
ultimate completion of an acadonic, transfer, or vocational program is inqxirtant to
the college. This study, then is highly significant to the college for two reasons.
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First, the results of this study should guide the college in improving the MSP.
Improvements may take the form of taking preparatory stqis for college and
assistance in the form of academic siqiport services and/or student services. All
college-offered services and assistance efforts addressed the second reason which
was to foster success in the Hispanic MSP students in regard to sound career choices,
improved grades, and a reduction in their overall attrition rate.

Limitations
This study was restricted to the MSP at CCSN. Furthermore, only fidl-time
students, both participants and non-participants o f the MSP who were students
during the three academic years from Fall 2000 through Spring 2003 were studied.
This study assumed that all of the MSP students were successful high school
graduates who had completed all o f their high school requirements with a GPA of at
least 3.0, and who had passed the High School Proficiency Exam. It was also
assumed that all MSP students were self-motivators and came from families that
strongly supported education. This last assumption was based on information given
in a national study titled IVb AAwe Excusas. The report of this study stated, “...largescale national studies and targeted research show that, contrary to stereotypes,
Hispanic parents and families highly value learning and seek to effectively support
their children in school” (The Final Report, 1998, p. 12). Hispanic families do value
education; however, fiiere are many 6ctors that can contribute to the dropping out o f
students. This was supported by Larson's 1995 report on dropout prevention Wiich
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found that Hispanic parents were open to suggestions about becoming more involved
in their children's academic success (as dtedin The Final Repwt, 1998).

Definitions
The definitions o f key elonents as fiiey pertained to this study follow:
A A —African American
Academic/non-occupational course —a coume which can be used for an
Associate of Arts Degree or for transfer to a university
AM —American Indian
AS - Asian
CAU - Caucasian
Full-time student - A student who is enrolled in a minimum of 12 credit hours
in a given semester
Grade Point Average (GPA) —This cumulative rendering o f a student’s academic
standing based on CCSN’s grading system in which a 4.0 indicates a “straight
A” grade average
HI - Hispanic
Hispanic - Self-identified by the student; Latinos, Chicanos, Mexicans, Cubans, and
Puerto Ricans are usually included in this group
Hope Grant —not merit-based; only requires high school graduation; used at schools
that offer 2-year programs or less
Hope Scholarship - merit-based; requires “B” average to be eligible; based upon
“core courses”
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Merit - requirement o f “B” average in high school courses
MSP - Millennium Scholarship Program
New Mexico Lottery Scholarship —also known as New Mexico Success Scholarship;
high school graduation is sole requirement
Non-Millennium —used to describe Hispanic or other ethnicities that were not in the
Millennium Scholarship Program
Occupational/vocational course —a course that prepares students to enter the
workforce with a certificate or an Associate of Applied Science Degree
Persistence —Semester-to-semester full-time status enroUmoit and maintenance of a
GPA of 2.0 or better each semester along with continual enrollment

Summary
Hispanic high school students nationwide have shown a high attrition rate. In an
effort to address the overall low go-to-coUege rate in the state ofNevada, the MSP
was created. The intent of this program was to encourage the Nevada high school
graduate bearing a 3.0 GPA or higher to enroll in a college or university within the
state.
Although the program is well-intentioned, there is the possibility that it is not
accomplishing its original goal. This study, therefore, was designed to determine the
level of success that has been attained by die MSP, specifically in regard to the
Hispanic student at CCSN.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Hispanics in the United States
In April, 1995, U.S. President Bill Clinton gave a speech at a commemorative
savice in i^diich he stated,
.. .let’s not forget that we also have an educational deficit Education is the fault
line in America today; those who have it are doing well in the global economy,
those who don’t are doing not as well. We cannot walk away fi"om this
fundamental fact. The American dream will succeed or fail in the 21®* Century in
direct proportion to our commitment to educate every person in the United
States of America. (“Who Are,” 1996, inset below f 3)
This remark by Clinton becomes more poignant when considering that Hispanics the fastest growing ethnic group in the United States today - are also projected to
become the country’s largest minority cluster by the year 2050. Current figures show
that Hispanic children under five years o f age account for 11% o f all Hispanic
Americans living in the United States ^ lile 33% are below fifteen years of age. This
poses an extraordinary challenge to the American educational system. The U.S.
Bureau of Census prpjected that Hispanic students ranging fiom eighteen years of
age down to five years o f age will number approximately 16 million by the year

12
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2030, totaling more than 25% o f the entire national high school population (as cited
in “Who Are,” 1996). It was not surprising, therefore, vdien Hispanics became
California’s public schools’ largest ethnic minority population in the 2001-2002
academic year; Hispanic boys and girls comprised 44 J2%o f the student population (
National Council of La Raza, 2003).
While approximately 64% o f today’s Hispanic Americans residing in the
country are U.S. bom citizens, they are far from being a homogeneous group (“Who
Are,” 1996). Hispanics show marked differences in socioeconomic background,
country o f origin, motive for migrating to the United States, English language
proficiency, educational attitudes, and academic attainment levels. Unfortunately,
most Hispanics remain poor, unskilled and disconnected from higher education. No
attempt has even been made to establish an educational system for Hispanics
comparable to that of Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU). In
actuality, Hispanic students have been attending both rural and urban schools that
lack the necessary resources to adequately meet their particular needs, even when
providing an excellent education (“Who Are,” 1996).
According to U.S. Census figures, the three largest Hispanic sub-groups in the
country are the Mexican, Puerto Rican and Cuban Americans. Added to these three
main groups are significant numbers of immigrants coming from Guatemala, El
Salvador, Panama, Ecuador, Bolivia, Honduras, Columbia, Nicaragua,, Peru, and 6 e
Dominican Republic and other Caribbean countries (“Who Are”, 1996).

Puerto Ricans comprise the fidrd largest Hispanic population segment in the United
States. Puerto Rico became a Ui.S. territory in 1898 after Spain lost the Spanish-
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American War to the U.S. Through the Jones Act, American citizenship was grantee
to residents o f that island in 1917. Since that time Puerto Ricans travel freely
between the continental U.S. and the isle of Puerto Rico. Spanish is the official
tongue as well as the language used in classrooms in Puerto Rico. English is taught
as a second language in grades one dnough twelve, and it is a required school
subject. “Today, 2.7 million Puerto Ricans are living in the U.S. and more than 3.7
million live on the island” (“Who Are”, 1996, %6).
In contrast, Cuban Americans are the second largest Hispanic subgroup in the
U.S. After the 1959 revolution, a mass exodus of Cubans to America ensued; this
brought highly educated immigrants from the technical, entrepreneurial, and
professional strata o f Cuba. Since the midpoint of the1960s, though, Cuban
Americans were less educated than the Cubans in the initial migration (“Who Are”,
1996).
The largest migration to America o f a Hispanic group came from Mexico in
more recent years. In 1970 the Mexican American population was less than 800,000
as compared to nearly 8 million in the year 2000. The population is highly
concentrated; a^roximately 73% live in the five states o f California, New York,
Florida, Illinois, and Texas (Hispanic Association of Colleges & Universities, 2002).
Among Mexican Americans (both U.S. bom and immigrant Mexicans),
however, 37% of adults have not completed high school as compared to only 13% of
the general U.S. population (“Who Are,” 1996). In other words, the 8.3 million nonHispanic, native bom workers vdio are 18 years o f age or older are woiking full time
without a high school diploma along with the other 3.4 million native bom non-high
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school graduates %ho are woridng part-time; these people are in direct competition
with the 4.8 million i^io are comprised of the unskilled Mexican Americans coupled
with die innnigrant Mexican high school dropouts.
This underclass o f Mexican Americans has inevi6bly increased the supply of
unskilled workers to a market that - by all measures - has been shrinking. The
number of jobs available to unskilled workers has declined by 400,000 since 1990. In
the meantime, wages of high school dropouts who work M l time declined 7.2% in
the 1990s while actual wages for skilled workers increased. Therefore, the argument
alleging that there is a need to satisfy a shortage of unskilled workers in the U.S.
with Mexican migrants is misleading. Conversely, native bom non-Hispanic skilled
workers need to fear competition from Mexican immigrants. The Center for
Immigration Studies reported that almost 10% of all Hispanic high school dropouts
in the U.S. labor force were bom in the U.S. while approximately 65% of Mexican
immigrants in the U.S. woikforce does not have a high school diploma (Camarota,
2001).
Research on Hispanic poverty rates, welfare use, lack of health insurance
coverage and related fiscal costs linked to them all support the notion of deficient
education as the root of their impoverished conditions. Since trends show a decline
in the demand for unskilled jobs and increases in better-paid skilled employment
areas, the obvious approach would be to improve Hiqianic Americans' access to
post-secondary education and their subsequent attainment o f 2-year or 4-year
degrees. Educational gains fi)r Hispanic Americans will reflect heavily on their
expected future incomes, type o f jobs held, and socioeconomic status. “Clearly, the
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success o f 6 e millions of Mexican immigrants and children who now live in the
United State is important not only to their Adunsbutakoto the future o f the country
as a whole" (Camarota, 2001, p.8).

PHqxnncshilBgherEdueadon
A report by the White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for Hispanic
Americans contains documents on the current educational status o f Hispanic students
(Fry, 2002). Hispanic students’ achievements are still realized in spite of barriers
such as familial poverty level, limited proSciency in English, nonattendance in
preschool and enrollment at lower quality elementary and high schools.
Seventeen year old Hispanic students who took the 1996 National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP) had an average score that fell below the average of
the Caucasian students who took the same tests in the areas of mathematics, reading
and science (ERIC, 2001). In addition, Hispanic students showed a tendency to
enroll in and complete courses in computer science, foreign languages, and English
more than any other ethnic group. This resulted in a lower enrollment in courses such
as science, mathematics, and history than their classmates who were of other
ethnicities.
Hispanic high school students were approximately three times as apt as
Caucasians to take advanced plK:ement (AP) examinations in « fhreign language

(Spanish, fw example) for college crediL Caucasian students, however, were likelier
to take AP examinadora in all odter subject areas Aan Hispanic and A6ican
American students. Also, Hispanic students c o m p r it only 35% o f students airolled
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in preparatory programs for college that were recommended for access to technical
schools or to 4-year colleges; in comparison, 50% o f Caucasian and 43% of A&ican
Americans enrolled into college preparatory programs (ERIC, 2001).
Fifty percent of Hispanic high school students were more likely to be ouolled
into general courses that met nothing more than the general basic requiranents. In
contrast, only 39% of Caucasian and 40% of African American students selected
general requirement courses (ERIC, 2001).
When it came to completing high school, Hispanic students had the lowest rate
in the United States. The rate for Hispanic high school completers was consistently
around 63% year after year, but African Americans and Caucasians tended to
complete high school at the rates o f 81% and 90% respectively. The Hispanic
students had the highest dropout rate in the nation when compared to students of
other ethnicities. For the year 1998 Caucasians comprised 8% o f high school
dropouts while Afirican Americans accounted for 14%. Sadly, the high school
dropout rate for Hispanics was 30%. Almost twice as many Hispanic immigrants
(44%) dropped out o f high school than did Hispanic students who were bom in the
U.S. (21%). The immigrant student rate greatly impacts the overall high school
dropout rate for Hispanic students in general (ERIC, 2001).
Regardless o f ethnic heritage, the completion of high school by parents is a
critical consideration Wren projecting the educational success o f their children. From
1972 to 1997 Hispainc parents raised their rate Aar completion o f high school from
23% to 45%. Even though Hispanic paraits have made considoable gains in
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completing high schools themselves, they complete at only half of the 90% rate of
the Caucasian parmts (ERIC, 2001).
Hispanic students today comprise approximately 10% of the higher education
student body nationwide. In regard to the traditional age of college students,
Hispanics account for approximately 14.5%; this rate is expected to increase to about
22% by the year 2025 (ERIC, 2001).
After high school graduation the three major ethnic groups are represented quite
similarly when it comes to continuing their educations and enrolling immediately
into college; these statistics are 68% ftxr Caucasians, 66% for Hispanics and 60% for
African Americans. As promising as these rates look, they digress over time, and the
graduation rates for these ethnic groups whittle down to approximately 46% for
Caucasians and 40% for African Americans followed by 36% for Hispanics. When
the college choices of these three groups were scrutinized, it was found that over half
o f African American and Caucasian undergraduates, 51% and 56% respectively,
chose to attend 4-year colleges while over half of Hispanic students (53%) chose to
enroll into 2-year institutions (ERIC, 2001).
The number o f courses that were carried varied also. Almost half (45%) of
Hispanic students were attending college on a part-time basis whereas 40% of
African American students and 39% of Caucasian students were doing likewise.
Additionally, more Hispanic students (35%) tended to take six years to attain their
bachelor degrees in comparison to only 32% o f African American students and 25%
o f Caucasian students. National frgures indicated that EBspanics graduates account
for only 7% o f the total o f associate degrees and only 5% of the total of bachelor
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degrees nationwide. Tbeir top three choices for associate degrees were business,
liberal arts and health careers; for bachelor degrees their three major choices were
education, business and social services (ERIC, 2001).
Surprisingly, Hispanic students tended to seek less frnancial assistance by
"borrowing" to pay for their college educations than did students of other ethnicities.
However, almost half of freshman Hispanic students utilized grants to pay college
expenses (ERIC, 2001).
The figures in the paragraphs above indicate that Hispanic college students
tended to enroll in 2-year colleges more frequently than 4-year institution.
Additionally, bachelor degrees have been conferred on a small percentage of
Hispanic students. It was indicated that these Hispanic students usually take six years
- on the average - to complete their 4-year bachelor’s degrees.

Responses to College Access and Retention
Issues for Hispanics
In an article by Brawer (1996), several studies were discussed that supported the
urgent need to increase the educational attainment of Hispanics in this country and
thus effectively impact their economic potential. Access to post-secondary
educational programs and retention in those programs become vital factors in the
equation fr* success. For example, a study conducted by Feldman (1993) found that
full-time attendance in college was the most prevalent characteristic among those
labeled as persisters, which was defined as those who grahfoteff (as cited in Brawer,
1996). Price (1993) was in concurrence with Feldman; they were both supported by
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Moore (1955) and Windham (1994), both o f whom had found higher dropout rates
amoi% part-time studaits. Moore and Windhan also found Aat younger students
persist at higher rates than older students. Bonham and Luckie (1993) as well as
Lewallen (1993) listed 6ctors that were found to influence the decision to leave
college before completing a program or degree (as cited in Brawer, 1996). The six
reasons relayed by them were: working at a full-time job; carrying a grade point
average that was “low”; being a member of a minority ethnic group excluding Asian
American; family issues; financial issues; and being female.
O'Brien and Shedd (2001) noted a similar study conducted by the Institute for
Higher Education Policy on college performance indicators (as cited in Brawer,
1996). This study concluded that there was a positive correlation between student
success and those who participated in pre-college programs such as the Federal
TRIO Programs and other institution-specific initiatives.
At the core o f several studies on how to reduce the attrition rate of non-persisters
in college lays great emphasis on retention strategies. Two approaches that seem to
provide alternatives are orientation and mentoring programs. Offering orientation
programs, the most widely used retention practice according to Coll and VonSeggem
(1991), provides students with information fundamental to their academic
socialization such as: descriptions of college program offerings; institutional
expectation fi)r students; career information exploring interests, values and abilities;
encouragement to establish working relationships with Acuity; information about
services that help with ac^ustments to college; and financial aid information (as cited
in Brawer, 1996).
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In a 1995 study by Glass and Garrett of four community colleges located in
North Carolina, it was found that participation in a student orientation program
during a student’s first semester in college assisted in enhancing and maintaining
student success regardless o f age, sex, ethnicity, college major, scores on admission
exam, or working a fidl or part-time job while in college (as cited in Brawer, 1996).
Two years earlier an article by Nelson (1993) had stated that Florida’s Valencia
Community College designed a long-term orientation class that targets student
success (as cited in Brawer, 1996). This long-term orientation course assisted
approximately 81% of its students to pass their first semester classes as compared to
an approximate 56% success rate o f students enrolled in other types of college
preparatory courses and to an approximate 67% success rate of the remaining student
body. At the completion o f the fourth term of offering the orientation class. Nelson
reported that 65% o f the students who enrolled in the long-term orientation course
were still in attendance at the college.
Another retention strategy commonly used by institutions nationwide is
mentoring by peers and faculty. Santa Rita (1993) held that by making instructorstudent interactions in the classroom more effective, the retention rate o f students
tends to increase. Clark, Davis, and Leeds (1995) wrote about Coffeyville
Community College in Kansas, which also focused on instmctor-student interactions.
This program’s goal was to improve retortion by errhancing its advising services. In
1993 the SELECT program boosted the retention of the students in the program to a
73% rate whereas students in the college orientation classes were retained at a 70%
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rate, and students who were not participating in die (mentation classes or the
SELECT program trailed at a retention rate of 42%.
An alternate effort to the orientation and Acuity mentoring approaches discussed
above, peer-mentoring programs are considered highly effective in helping retain
students. Mueller's (1993) article focused on the improvement o f student sucrxss
rates. It discussed the ALANA (Asian, Latin, African, and Native American)
Program at Saint Clair County Community College. ALANA’s intent was to help
ethnic freshman students with academic support, identity issues, and social contacts
(as cited in Brawer, 1996).
In addition to single-focused initiatives such as mentoring and orientation
programs, other institutions preferred a multidimensional approach. Carrasquillo and
Fink (1994) wrote how Miramar College developed a retention program that had a
tutoring center available to students; however, Miramar prided itself on the fact that
all college employees work to retain students through interdepartmental efforts.
Grevatt (1992) relayed how Mohawk College in Ontario, Canada, found a significant
drop in attrition in six o f its program areas; its model included the addition of
institutional research to the common mix of intervention strategies plus evaluation.
Price (1993) wrote that Allegheny Community College devised a number of
strategies to intervene and then retain its students. Some o f those strategies were: an
orientation program Ar new freshmen; offices to woric with female non-traditional
studatts; a seminar fr^ freshmen to miriate interatAions with A(mlty; a studeih w(ukstudy program by which students could be employed on tampus; and, finally, the
creation of a professional development program Ar Acuity.
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The Office o f Educational Research and Inqirovement (OERI) o f the United
States Department of Education supported and produced a three-year national project
of ten U.S. colleges and universities that enroU mostly Caucasian students and how
these institutions have been able to increase the graduation rate o f their minority
students for a decade or longer. The recommendations o f the study called for a
comprehensive approach by institutions seriously wanting to rectify their failures
regarding their graduation rates of minority students. It was strongly stated that an
institution must implement all ten of the following recommendations in order to
achieve success - to implement just one or two would be futile. The OERI's
recommendations (Richardson and de los Santos, 1988) were;
1. Announce your priorities - Colleges and universities that publicly announce
their goal of eliminating racial and ethnic disparities in degree attainment will
make clear their firm commitment to educational opportunity.
2. Back your priorities - Spending an institution’s discretionary dollars to
recruit, retain and graduate minority students will communicate seriousness.
3. Employ minority leaders - Employing minorities in senior leadership
positions to send a clear message about the value of cultural diversity among
professional staff.
4. Track your progress —Focused strategies to increase minority opportunity are
most likely devised by institutions dtat collect detailed information on minority
and non-minority undagraduate achievement patterns.
5. Emphasize quality - A quality education mtist include diversity, but not at the
expense o f rigor and excellence. Minority students need high-quality educations.
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6. Reach out to community schools, agemnes, and businesses? [sic] —A
community wide effort can raise miimrity students' aspirations and academic

preparation. Elementary and high school students need role models, guidance to
contact people on campus, and adequate financial aid information.
7. Bridge the educational gaps —Bridge ;nograms include extended classes
covering required material, tutoring, learning laboratories, collaborative study
groups, and intrusive advising. They should be afforded to underprepared
students - the most vulnerable to academic failure.
8. Reward good teaching and diversify your faculty - Rewards, tenure and
promotions should be awarded for good teaching - characterized by caring,
mentoring, sensitivity to cultural differences, and high expectations for all
students.
9. Construct a nonthreatening social environment - Proportional representation
is essential in helping minority groups retain their sense o f cultural identity and
avoid isolation. If needed, proportional representation should be supplemented
by special programs, services, and facilities.
10. Provide comprehensive support services —Institutions committed to equality
could provide integrated and comprehensive support services and will take a
proactive role in providing financial aid.
St. John and Noell (1989) wrote, "All types o f financial aid have been shown to have
a positive influence on college enrollment, regardless o f the student's race or
ethnicity" (as cited in Nora, 2001, ^ 1). There are many types o f federal and state
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financial assistance providing grants and loans. Nora and Cabrera (1996) wrote that,
however:
For minority students, whose financial aid does not meet college costs, the
dif&rence can be problematic. Having sufScieot funds arhances college
students’ academic performance, Acilitates their social integration on campus,
and increases their chances of persistence to graduate. (Nora, 2001, f 1)
Studies on how students meet the cost of attending higher education point to merit
scholarships and student loans as two commonly used sources for paying college
expenses. In a study conducted by KRC Research (2003) aRXOximately 66% of
those surveyed indicated that they needed loans in order to cover the expenses of
college. O’Brien and Shedd (2001) wrote that borrowing money for college was a
common practice for students from low income families. Federal student loans
accounted for approximately 73% o f the borrowing whereas other sources provided
loans for approximately 35% of the students (as cited in Brawer, 2002).
At the same time that institutions o f higher education were devising and
implementing various methods to increase student retention, several state
governments had experimented with merit-based scholarships to raise access to post
secondary programs. Civil Rights Project Co-Director Gary Orfield (2002) had
commented, “More than ever before, social and occupational mobility is related to
higha^ education. TheieAre, our goal must be to develop policies and programs that
increase access to those students who have been overlooked in the past..."
(Foreward sectitm, %1). Indirectly and in principle, tk o , one of fite main goals of
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these merit scholarships is to promote enrollment into colleges by individuals of
minority ethnicities.

State Funded Merit Scholarships
McPherson and Schapiro wrote, "In the late 1990s, institutions and state
governments dramatically increased merit aid, a trend that has continued unabated"
(as cited in Cornwell and Mustard, 2002, p. 59). More than a dozen states have
established broad-based merit aid scholarships. In return for a respectable academic
performance in high school, scholarship assistance is being awarded to hundreds of
thousands of college-bound students. According to Dynarski’s (2002) research, most
merit programs require students to have a B average (3.0 GPA) or higher in order to
qualify for assistance. Forty percent of the students who were high school seniors in
1999 held a minimum 3.0 GPA.
Georgia, New Mexico, and Nevada have similar scholarship programs available
to their residents. All three states used comparable criteria to determine eligibility;
the same criteria were also applied for award continuation after the first semester of
enrollment
Research on these elite forms o f state-funded scholarships is barely yielding
results, but available data seem to indicate that state merit assistance has greater
impact on those students whose main decision is not Wiether to attend college but
where to enroll Ar school (Marin, 2002; Dynarski, 2002). Consequently, this study
will attempt A shed light on whether such an initiative, specifically the Nevada
Millennium Program (MSP), has had the desired impact on the educational
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attainment o f those it intended A benefit the most nnder-iepresented and
disadvantaged Nevadans —particularly Hispanic students. To establish guidelines for
the purpose of evaluating the success o f Nevada's MSP, it is imperative A first
examine Georgia's and New Mexico's merit ^xograms.

The Georgia HOPE Scholarship
“The largest and most prominent merit-aid program in the nation was started in
September 1993, when Georgia instituted a lottery funded college scholarship for the
purpose o f 'Helping Outstanding Prqnls Educationally' (HOPE)" (Cornwell and
Mustard, 2002, p. 59). Between the beginning of the HOPE Scholarship in 1993 and
June o f2001, over 1.4 billion HOPE dollars were awarded to about 625,000
sAdents. Cornwell and Mustard additionally wrote, “In size and scope, HOPE is now
roughly twice as large as the Federal Pell Grant Program in Georgia” (p. 59). In the
1998-1999 academic year, over $189 million in HOPE funds were awarded to
approximately 141,000 Georgia undergraduates; in comparison, approximately
62,000 students received Pell aid - totaling $113 million (Dynarski, 2002).
The HOPE Scholarship, which is merit-based, and the Hope Grant constitute the
two types of scholarships available through the HOPE program. Currently, the
scholarship award requires the Georgia graduate to complete high school with a “B”
average in strictly academic courses identified as the “core curriculum." Previous A
the year 2000 the GPA requirement was defined in terms of college preparaAiy
courses only (Comwell and Mustard, 2002). In addition, the initial $66,000
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household income cap was raised to $100,000 the Allowing year and eliminated
entirely thereaAer (Heller, 2002; Dynarski, 2002).
For scholars m Georgia's degree-granting public post-secondary schools, Ae
program pays all of a student's tuition and institutional mandatory Aes as specified
by HOPE guidelines. HOPE provides fimding Award the cost o f books also. At
Georgia’s public flagship institutions, the value o f the award in 2001-2002 was
$3500. At private degree-granting institutions Ae standard tuition award per
academic year was $3000. A order to receive the HOPE Scholarship in the next
academic year, college students must keep a “B” average wiA a minimum of credits
as specified by HOPE guidelines.
The HOPE Grant, however, was considered an entitlement A student’s
eligibility was not dependent on his/her GPA from high school. HOPE fluids were to
be used only m regard to programs that take two years or less to complete, such as a
certificate program. Tuition and mandaAry student fees, as specified by HOPE
guidelmes, were covered by the grant. HOPE grants were established to be used to
fund all course work required for certificates or diplomas as set by Ae institution.
HOPE awards are evenly split between grants and scholarships; however, 80%
of Ae scholarships awarded were given to students who eventually enrolled at 4-year
mstitutions, boA public and private. Eighty percent of HOPE scholars received 90%
o f the scholarships. A majority (95.4%) of the HOPE grant recipients attmded
technical schools. These technical students used 93% o f all HOPE grant funds. A
retrospect, very few Georgians who were grant recipients attended 4-year
universities (Comwell and Mustard, 2002).
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The scholarship component o f the HOPE Program showed an impressive
amount o f growth according A figures published Ar the years 1993-1999 by the
Georgia Student Finance Commission (as cited m Comwell and Mustard, 2002). The
commission reported a rise o f more than 50% during these years m regard A high
school completers vAo met Ae HOPE merit requirements. Between 1993 and 1999
Ae number of HOPE-eligible high school graduates rose over 50% and the
proportion of high school graduates satisfying Ae merit requirements. Over Ae same
period o f time, the number of HOPE-eligible graduates who attended Georgia’s
colleges and universities increased to 70% from 23%. A closer examination of Aese
figures by Ae 2002 Civil Rights Project explamed Ae rise by stating that Ae HOPE
scholarship had been successfiil m having high school graduates remain m Ae state
to attend college.
This incentive was greatest for Ae academically proficient who, with HOPE,
faced m-state public or private college costs that were reduced relative A out-of-state
counterparts. Clearly, Ae impact on college choice is greater at 4-year institutions
since students who enrolled m 2-year institutions tended not A travel to anoAer state
to attend college. HOPE also served to reduce Ae cost relative to 2-year schools. As
a result HOPE-eligible students who would have traditionally enrolled at a 2-year
college were able to pursue a 4-year degree instead.
Comwell, Mustard and Sridhar (2002) wrote that HOPE increased first4ime
college attendees m Georgia by 8%, relative A its neighboring states m the souA (as
cited m Comwell and Mustard, 2002). The conclusion was that the Georgia HOPE
Scholarship was more about a student’s choice o f college than it was about making
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college accessible to more people. A other words, Ae Georgia HOPE ScholarsAp
was created A make Agher education affordable for those who would most likely not
choose A attend college. A essence, the Georgia HOPE ScholarsAp mainly
inq)acted Wiich institution a student chose A attend.
Consequently, this 8% mcrease A Georgia's college enrollment was Alt mainly
at Ae 4-year public and private schools. Enrollment rates in 2-year schools had not
changed, and the HOPE Grant —not the Hope ScholarsAp - was more likely to fund
new students in 2-year schools. Enrollment rates A non-degree programs at 2-year
institutions woAd probably have dropped were it not Ar HOPE Grants.
On Ae surface Ae implication ofhavAg both (scholarsAp recipients attending
4-year AstiAtions witAn state lines instead of out-of-state and increased numbers of
students choosAg 4-year over 2-year colleges) was that the overall growA A
enrollment that occurred due to Ae HOPE ScholarsAps implies - at most - that
college was becomAg more accessible A more people. When figures on student
enrollment rates by ethmcity were closely compared, it was found that the HOPE
ScholarsAp program had a sigmficantly larger influence on college choice than on
college access when it came to African American students (Comwell and Mustard,
2002).
HOPE ScholarsAps allowed for a 21% increase in college attendance by African
Amaican students at 4-year public institutions between 1993 and 1997; tAs
exceeded the 5% Acrease o f Caucasians A those same types of institutions
(Comwell and Mustard, 2002). One reason Ar tAs Ascrepancy was that African
American students enrolled at a lower rate frromAe start; AereAre, a relatively
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minor increase m enrollment by A&ican Americans produced a Agber percentage of
change. It is noteworthy that Georgia had a large number o f Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), Aus intensifying HOPE'S pressure on A&ican
American students A stay m Georgia m order A attend college.
According A Dynarski (2002) Ae increases that were seen m Georgia's college
enrollment by boA Caucasians and African Americans alike were attributed to the
HOPE Scholarship program. If Ae HOPE opportunities did not exist at that time,
many o f Ae students would have attended out-of-state colleges instead. The Civil
Rights Project (2002) also revealed that a majority of Ae A&ican American student
enrollment growA occurred at Ae state’s less selective schools, Georgia’s HBCUs,
vrith no comparable enrollment increase in Georgia’s more selective institations.
For the most part, Aen, HOPE had a positive effect on Ae overall choice o f a
larger Georgian college or university. However, its impact had not been equally felt
by all of the state’s high school graduates. Youths from higher mcome families fared
better since Aey were more likely to advance in their schoolmg after the introduction
of HOPE than students whose families were from lower mcome brackets. The Civil
Rights Project reported that in comparison to oAer souAem states, HOPE increased
enrollment by 11.4% for students from families wiA incomes above $50,000
(Dynarski, 2002). Ironically, however, the program appeared to lack any tangible
effect on onoUments Ar Georgia's students who came from families whose incomes
All mA Ae lower mcome designation. These results, AereAre, should be interpreted
wiA caution since Amily mcome was shown A be lower Ar only a select sub
sample of the data. It might be possible A conclude that Georgia's HOPE had
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widened the college attendance gap that already existed between Ae higher and Ae
lower income families.
There were three apparent reasons Ar Aese college attendance gaps. First, initial
application requiremaits Ar Ae HOPE Scholarship allowing Ar various mcome
brackets could have played a role. During the A st years of Ae HOPE Scholarship,
Georgia high school graduates whose families each had an mcome o f $50,000 or
higher who additionally met HOPE’S specific high school GPA requirement
qualified immediately for HOPE by completing a one-page application. Those
students from even lower mcome Arrnlies, on the oAer hand, had A file a
complicated 4-page Arm and wait months to receive information on Ae amount of
Aeir grant awards. The amount o f each stadent’s award was subtracted firom his/her
HOPE Scholarship award. This resulted m low income HOPE Seholarship recipients
receiving smaller and more scholarships than Aose received by their more affluent
peers.
Second, it seemed that the low income high school graduates who tended not to
meet the GPA requirement for a HOPE award were Ae economically disadvantaged
African American students. Additionally, it was deemed that Aese African
American students were graduatmg from inadequately-funded schools that produced
overall lower- achieving student bodies. A 1995 report of the National Center for
Education Statistics contained oAer items o f inArmation regarding high school
students that were valuable A this study. The report conveyed that o f the high school
seniors who enrolled inA college m 1993, approximately 24.4% o f Acm came fimn
higher mcome families and possessed an academic standing o f at least a 3.5 GPA
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while only 10% o f Aose from families o f lower mcome levels had GPAs Aat were
equally as high (Dynarski, 2002).
HOPE'S academic eligibility requirements could actually have exacerbated the
racial stratifrcation o f the universities and colleges within the state of Georgia by
driving inequities m college access further into Ae system Aus maintaming serious
social and financial disparities among socio-economic groups. The advent of Ae
HOPE spumed Georgia’s universities to increase their tuition costs and also raise Ae
GPA qualification m order to be admitted as a student By havmg greater bearing on
students who are more likely to come from middle and upper-income households,
HOPE may be hindering further progress m narrowing wage inequality among
classes. O’Neil (1990) wrote that between Ae 1940s and 1970s, and Couch and Daly
(2002) wrote Aat also m Ae 1990s, Ae racial Afferences m Ae level and quality of
educational attainment may have resulted m Ae widening of wage gaps between
African Americans and Caucasians (as cited m Comwell and Mustard, 2002).
The third possible reason accounting for changes m college enrollment by
mcome under HOPE could be linked to Georgia’s spendmg reduction on other needbased grants in the years following Ae scholarship launch. Such cutbacks have
negatively affected low mcome students who critically relied on this type of
assistance in order to afford a college education.
HOPE'S more substantial effect on Caucasian than on African American
students was also evident m terms of enrollment growA rates by eAnichy. A
Georgia frx)m 1993 through 1997 college attendance among Caucasians rose at a
12.4% rate Aster than m Ae rest o f the souAem U.S. Conversely, growA rates m
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college attendance among Georgia's African American students during Ae same
period Ad not rise significantly m relation A other southeastern states. The
implication is that HOPE had sharply increased Ae post-secondary education rate Ar
Caucasians but was o f inconsistent value W iai it came A Ae African Americans'
rate of going-to-college. Prior A HOPE, Georgia's Caucasians were approximately
11% more likely to go to college than African Americans (Comwell and Mustard,
2002).
All available evidence seemed A support HOPE’S role in altering college choice
Ar Georgians, although HOPE Ad not necessarily assist m providing college access.
Summary data presented by Ae Civil Rights Report (2002) suggested that HOPE
accomplished primarily two things regarAng choice than it Ad in changing Ae plans
for high school graduates who were not planning on pursuing a college education.
First, it pushed more students into 4-year colleges who normally would have
attended 2-year schools; second, it convmced others who would have looked A outof-state 4-year institutions to enroll into m-state institutions instead. As a result of
boA of these developments, Ae number o f students from Georgia who attended 4year schools located within Ae state o f Georgia rose after HOPE was introduced
(Dynarski, 2002).
In conclusion, Ae effect of Georgia’s HOPE Scholarship on college access is
concentrated among Georgia's Caucasian youth, vAo expaienced a 12.4% rise m
attendance ^ e n compared A Caucasians m neighboring states (Dynarski, 2002).
African Amoican studait enrollment rates m Georgia Ad not even budge wiA the
mtroduction o f HOPE. A fact, Ae already large racial gap m regard A college
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attendance in Georgia widened considerably after HOPE opportunities became
available. As a merit program, HOPE had little positive inqxact on the schooling
decisions o f low income students in Georgia, many of whom were African
Americans. If anything Aen, Ais m ait program had served A contribute A Ae racial
and mcome gaps m Georgia’s college attendance Aus enabling more Georgians who
were o f ethnic minorities and/or low income households to attend college (Marin,
2002).

The New Mexico Lottery Success Scholarship
The New Mexico Lottery Tuition Fund, also known as Ae NM Success
Scholarship, began in 1998. From Fall 1998 until Spring 2001 it disbursed 40.5
million dollars to 13,980 scholarship recipients who had chosen to attend one o f Ae
in-state colleges or universities (Bmder, Ganderton, & Hutchens, 2002). Each year,
revenue from the state lottery is transferred to the New Mexico State Treasurer’s
Office and Aen allocated to Ae Lottery Success Scholarship Program where it is
regulated by the New Mexico Commission on Higher Education.
It is different from the HOPE Scholarship o f Georgia in that eligibility for the
NM Success Program depends on Ae student’s GPA acquisition during Ae first
semester in college and not on Ae student’s high school performance. Since students
do not become eligible Ar the NM Success until Aeir second semester m college,
most New Mexican post-secondary schools ofAred a “bridge" scholarship that
closely reflected the requirements of Ae NM Success. Between 1998 and 2000 the
University ofNew Mexico’s freshman class had an overi^ehningly high numba of
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students who qualified Ar the Bridge Ar Success Scholarship. Eighty-three percent
o f beginning Amale fi:eshmen and 86% o f beginning male fieshmen earned Ae
awards m the first year o f the program (Binder et al, 2002).
To automatically receive a fidl NM Success Scholarship to any New Mexico
state-supported institution, a fidl-time college student must have had a minimum 2.5
GPA and be enrolled in a public 2-year or 4-year college Ae semester immediately
after high school graduation. To maintain Ae NM Success Scholarship, a student had
to be contmuously enrolled full-time and had to exhibit a minimum GPA o f 2.5.
Participati(m m Ae NM Success ;»ogram allowed students A qualify for as many as
eight semesters of tuition assistance (Bmder et al., 2002).
Aterestingly, however, the second semester showed drastically different results.
Fifty-one percent of male freshmen and 62% of second semester female fieshmen
sAdents received the NM Success Scholarship. These statistics showed that bridge
sAdents eiAer did not maintain GPAs o f 2.5, or Aey Ad not maintain a contmual
enrollment. Minority men lost Aeir scholarships at a higher rate than oAers. Fortyfour percent of Hispamc men and nearly 66% o f African American and Native
American make sAdents were meligible after Ae second semester. After Ae initial
two semesters o f Ae NM Success program, Aere appeared to be a disproportionate
over-representation of Caucasian sAdents and sAdents who were from more affluent
families. The program, however, appeared A have mcreased the representation o f
Amale students, particularly m the Hispanic minority group.
Statistics showed that Ae NM Success Program AsproportionaAly attracted
students wiA lower acadonic credentials A New Mexico’s post-secondary
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instituü(ms as well as drew higb-incœne students A the schools. Although students
from all familial income levels increased their enrollments overall Ar most ethnic
grorq)s, those with Amily incomes of more than $40,000 had the largest enrollment
responses wiA Ae exception o f Native American students.
Fourteen percent of all new, freshmen students came from Imuseholds wiA
annual incomes of $20,000 or less, and 28% came from families with incomes of
$40,000 or less. Those students who came from families with annual incomes over
$40,000 had the largest enrollment rates.
The Civil R i^ts Project Aund an hterease m enrollments from all family
mcome levels. The NM Success Scholarship Program had a higher participation by
sAdents from higher mcome families. AdAtionally, Ae Civil Rights Project report
mdicated Aat a majority of recipients were Caucasian sAdents from higher mcome
families (Bmder et al., 2002).
Comparisons o f pre-program and post-program enrollment provided by Ae
Integrated Post-Secondary Education Data System (IPEDs) for identifying high
school graduate enrollment rates at 2-year and 4-year schools according to state
residency also mdicated that Ae NM Success Program did not significantly change
“going-to-college" rates for New Mexican students (Bmder et al., 2002). The
increase in higher education enrollments among New Mexico students since the
inception of Ae NM Success Program m 1998 merely reflected Ae upward
enrollment trends that were projected prior A the introduction o f the lottery-based
scholarship initiative.
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When a comparison o f New Mexico students with students in the neighboring
states o f Arizona and Colorado was made, no significant Afierence were Aund
between overall college enrollment trends among the three groups. Arizona and
Colorado were similar A New Mexico in regard A relatively small populations m
respect A acreage and m respect to depending on economies which hinged on the
production of natural resources. Enrollment rates at in-state colleges and universities
seemed to be what Ae NM Success Program had impacted to a greater extent.
According to Ae New Mexico Commission on Higher Education, New Mexico
experienced an mcrease of seven percentage points m enrollment rates A r in-staA
schools in 1998. This represented a 16% mcrease from Ae pre-program average.
Closer analysis, however, revealed Aat the NM Success Program produced a
sigmficant diversion of sAdents away from oA-of-state institutions and into in-state
colleges and umversities but not necessarily an mcrease m “going-to-college” rates
(Binder et al., 2002). The NM Success Scholarship, it seems. Ad not necessarily
create more access to college for New Mexico high school completers. Just as the
HOPE Scholarship Program of Georgia, the NM Success Scholarship had greater
bearing on college choice than it did on giving more people access to higher
education.
The NM Success Program also appeared to have prompted a shift from 2-year
colleges A 4-year schools m New Mexico. In comparisons wiA Arizona and
Colorado, New Mexico reported a sharp decrease m 2-year schools' enrollments
between 1996 and 1998 as well as a Aarp rise m Ae enrollments at 4-year schools
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during this same timeframe. This trend mirrored the results that the state of Georgia
experienced after the HOPE Scholarship was initiated (Binder et al., 2002).
In conclusion, Ae NM Success Program was promoted as a way by which
inAviduals could access a post-secondary education, especially Ar student groups
that did not usually consider college as a viable option. The Civil Rights Project also
found little evidence of Ae program having such an effect. As wiA Georgia’s HOPE
Scholarship, the NM Success Program appeared to recall students who had left New
Mexico to attend out-of-state schools to resume Aeir educations in New Mexico or
A assist more students A enroll mA 4-year institutions inRteAd o f 2-year colleges
within the state’s boundaries (Binder et al., 2002).

The Nevada Millennium Scholarship
Nevada is ranked thirty-nmA m Ae nation in regard to high school graduation
rate and in last position when it came to high school graduates moving immediately
on to college (Powers 2004). This information motivated Governor Keimy Guinn
and the Nevada State Legislature to create Ae Millennium Scholarship Program
(MSP) in 1988; it was funded from 40% o f Nevada’s settlement from the national
lawsuit against the manufacturers of tobacco products through Ae enactment of
Senate Bill No. 496 (1999). This merit-based initiative was conceived A help reverse
educational under-perArmance by state residents. Rqxesadatives from the State
Treasurer’s Office, Ae Office o f the Chancellor, Ae Governor’s Office, the Nevada
Departmait o f Education, and from each of Ae institutions within Ae University and
Community College System o f Nevada (UCCSN) Armed the steering committee
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charged wiA seAng Ae award criteria and Armulating policy A administer Ae
scholarship program. The final report presented by the ChanceUw A the Board of
Regents was forwarded A Governor Guinn and voted mto law by Ae Nevada State
Legislature m 1999 A create the Millennium Scholarship Trust Fund so that
scholarships under Ae Millennium Program could be awarded Ar the fall semester
o f2000. Immediately Aereafter, Ae Board o f Regents for Ae UCCSN adopted Ae
guidelines by which the scholarship monies would be administered (Office of Ae
State Treasurer, 2002).
For a Nevada h i^ school graduate A be eligible A participate m the MSP, the
following criteria had A be met: earn a graduation Aploma firom a Nevada public or
private high school m Ae year 2000 or Aereafter, complete high school with at least
a 3.0 GPA calculated by usmg all high school creAt granting courses (Ae final GPA
may be weighted or unweighted); pass all areas of Ae Nevada High School
Proficiency Examination; and be a resident of Nevada for at least two of Ae four
years spent m a Nevada high school, as defined by the Board of Regents policy,
which is stated in Senate Bill 496, Section 7 (1999).
The State Treasurer’s Millennium Scholarship Office reviewed eligibility
questions and handled exceptions on Aplomas from non-Nevada public or private
high schools. The MSP qualification process consisted of: a student’s name and
identification number being subnntted by one o f Nevada’s public school districts A
the State Treasurer’s Office (no application Arm needed A be completed); the
Treasurer’s Millennium Office sent a notificatimi packet A each student who is
being awarded; the awarded student must enroll m an eligible instiAtion o f higher
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leaiiLUigsiiil^tryadk^tkwszrwKirdkxliüiideaitirHistiaafcdl in a minimum o f six credit

hw&uiscsacliiæmesdkaral a ccMomnainihgficollegpeioT lenmU ia twelve anaüts iata^l-yesar
UCCSN school; the awwded student must enroll in a program of study that leads
toward a recognized associate degree, baccalaureate degree, or pre-baccalaureate
certiGcate" (OfBce of the State Treasurer 2002, Maintaining Eligibility section, %1).
To maintain eligibility after the initial semester in the MSP, a student must have
made and maintained satisfactory academic progress (a minimum GPA o f 2.0) in
his/her declared program of study. Additionally, the student must have completed a
minimum of 6 credits at a Nevada community college or 12 credits at one of

Nevada’s universities or 4-year colleges (Office of the State Treasurer, 2002).
To regain eligibility once it was lost, a student had to enroll into a UCCSN
school without the use of the MSP, earn a GPA of 2.0 or higher for that probationary
semester, and then complete the minimum number of credit hours according to the
type of institution being attended.
In terms of the scholarship value, the MSP scholar was permitted to receive
assistance for up to eight academic years following the student’s graduation from
high school, not exceeding $10,000 for all undergraduate studies. Award
disbursement each semester is based upon a per-credit cost. For the 2002-2003
academic year, a qualifying UCCSN community college student was awarded $40
per credit hour far lower division courses and $60 per credit hour for upper division
courses (though Nevada community colleges do not oSer upper division courses).
During that same year, MSP scholars at the state’s only 4-year college were awarded
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$60 per credit hour while scholars vAo attended cither o f Nevada’s two universities
received $80 per credit hour (Office of the State Treasurer, 2002).
In comparison to Georgia’s and New Mexico’s merit programs vhere there were
34 and 28 post-secondary public institutions respectively, Nevada is small with only
six institutions in existence at the time that this study began.
In the Fall 2000 semester, vhich was the Grst year o f the MSP, 7306 high school
completers were eligible to receive the scholarship. Only 5708 of these, however,
accepted the award by submitting an acknowledgment form to the Office o f the
Treasurer. This Ggure indicated a 78.13% MSP participation rate ffir the year 2000
(J. Bearce, personal communication, April 4, 2001).
In the Fall 2001 semester, 7856 Nevada high school graduates quahfied to
receive the MSP, but only 5835 of them completed the required paperwork and
submitted it to the Office of the State Treasurer. During the second year of the
MSP’s existence in Nevada, 74.27% of the eligible graduates submitted the proper
paperwork; this percentage was a 4% decrease from those who were eligible. Nevada
high school graduates in 2001 outnumbered those from the year 2000 by 550.
However, the number o f MSP students who participated increased by only 127 (J.
Bearce, personal communication, April 4, 2001).

Peifrmnance Results and Research Questions
Angelo Ancheta, in his role as Director o f Legal and Policy Advocacy Programs
for the Civil Rights Project, stated:
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We have to be especially watchful because merit scholarship programs carry
potential risks to equal opportunity for racial and ethnic minorify students. The
use of criteria such as standardized test scores and grades to determine "merit"
has adverse effects on low-income and minority students. ("Merit Scholarships,"
2002,15)
The Civil Rights Project of 2002 reported that the increasing number of merit
scholarships that were being given to college students was being given to those
students who traditionally would have attended college anyway; these “traditional”
students included Caucasians and those from higher arwl middle incmne brackets.
Furthermore, the material garnered for the project’s report showed that merit
scholarships do not provide enough dollars to the most financially needy students
(“Merit Scholarships,” 2002, f 6).
Patricia Marin (2002), Research Associate at the Civil Rights Project, summed
up the general findings of this researcher when she wrote;
Merit aid programs are very popular because rewarding students for their
academic work seems to be the right thing to do. While on the surface these
programs seem reasonable, in reality they are not only ignoring existing needs
but are actually exacerbating problems, such as the racial stratification of
institutions, that we already witness in higher education. O f course, the effects
on education are just the beginning o f a larger chain reaction. Post educafion,
these programs may lead to larger wage and income gaps along racial lines,
increasing the disparities already observed in our society. The potential long
term effects are enormous, (p. 113)
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There is very little research available to assist in predicting what the final outcomes
o f state-based merit scholarships will be on traditionally disadvantaged and underrepresented student groups. Suggestions from the Civil Rights Project (2002) deserve
consideration, especially as Nevada continues to battle reserve shortMls and
looming tax increases. The frUowing are implications derived from available
preliminary studies.
First, the term merit must be redefined. The new definition should ensure that
the selection of all scholarship recipients are not determined by a single identifier
such as standardized test scores. Such measurements often restrict the participation
by already under-represented ethnic groups. Efforts should be made to standardize
the criteria to allow equal opportunity to receive a merit scholarship regardless of
geographic advantages due to economics. Second, merit scholarships should target
students from families with incomes that fall below an established cap similar to
other financial aid programs. Finally, merit scholarship recipients should also be
allowed to receive need-based financial assistance and not be forced to choose
between one or the other ("Merit Scholarships," 2002).

Summary
Hispanic is the ftistest grown% minority ethnic group in the United States today,
and it is projected to be the largest minority cluster by the mid-21'* century. Since so
many Hispanics are between the ages of five and eighteen, it has been estimated that
over 25% of the U.S. population in 2030 will be Hispanic. The Hispanic sub-groups
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that are comprised of the largest numbers o f per^le are the Mexican, Cuban, and
Puerto Rican.
In the Hispanic culture, it is commonly a priority to put the survival o f one’s
6m ily firsL Due to this practice, many young Hispanics join the workforce after
high school graduation as opposed to enrolling into college full-time. Some of the
barriers and hindrances to college that they, in general, must contend with include
limited proficiency in English, familial poverty level, and previous public school
education that was received in lower quality schools.
Several studies that focused on the improvement o f Hispanic student persistence
and academic success in college have repeatedly found specific services and
activities to aid in this goal. Pre-college programs, orientation programs, orientation
courses, faculty and peer mentors, tutoring, and other intervention and retention
strategies were found to contribute to positive outcomes.
Many states have instituted merit-based scholarships to help make postsecondary education more accessible to more individuals by rewarding designated
high school performance with tuition assistance for college. The Georgia HOPE
Scholarship and the New Mexico Lottery Success Scholarship are just two such
programs. The HOPE and NM Success Programs were studied because of the
similarities between them and the Nevada Millennium Scholarship Program.
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CHAPTERS

METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This study investigated student success of Hispanic Millennium Scholars
enrolled at a comprehensive community college compared with student success of
non-Hispanic Millennium Scholars and with non-Milleimium Scholars. The study
was conducted at CCSN, a three-campus, comprehensive, 2-year community college
that supports the needs of the citizens of Southern Nevada. Students who attend
CCSN are provided educational and support services by which their needs in the
areas o f general education, transfer preparation, vocational education, basic skills
development, adult education, and community service can be met.
CCSN was selected for this study because CCSN served the largest number of
Millennium Scholars —both Hispanic and non-Hispanic-ata Nevada community
college. It offers the widest variety of programs which can be classified as either
academic, transfer, or vocational. There has been no study of the relative success of
Hispanic Millomium Scholars when conqtared with other community college
students in Nevada. A review o f the literature pertinent to Millennium scholarships
suggested that most programs had several goals.
These goals included but were not limited to: improving success; inqiroving
access firr minority students; improvn%/expanding choices of colleges; increasing
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the "go-to-college" rate for high school graduates, particulady in regard to minority
students; and reducing student migration to out-of-state institutions.

Research Questions
The Nevada MSP was heralded to Nevada high school students arai their
parents previous to its actual implementation. Press releases, newscasts on radio and
television, interviews of politicians and public school district administrators, and
public service announcements provided general information to the entire state of
Nevada.
In Las Vegas, though, CCSN was taking an active leadership role in MSP
outreach activities and efforts. CCSN’s Recruitment Office worked diligently to
inform parents and to work with the public high schools in Southern Nevada to
provide as smooth a path as possible for qualifying high school graduates to enroll at
CCSN as MSP scholars. Once these students were enrolled and participating in
courses, they were encouraged to utilize the academic support services that were set
in place specifically for them as well as the services that were available to any CCSN
student.
Therefore, one might expect that after two years of marketing, promotion, and
both financial and academic assistance to CCSN students who qualified for the MSP,
the MSP would have had a positive efkct on the "go-to-coUege" rate as well as the
acadanic success of the Hispanics in the program. This study is a conscious effint to
determine if the MSP had been successful in attracth% and retaining Hispanic
students at CCSN.
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The questions of this research study were designed to evaluate the impact o f the
overall MSP on the MSP students who were Hispanic. The five questions for which
the researcha wanted to obtain answers were:
1. How does year-to-year persistence of full-time MSP Hispanics compare with
non-Hispanics during the first year o f each cohort?
2. How does course taking differ between MSP Hispanics and non-MSP
Hispanics?
3. How does course work performance (GPA) differ between MSP
Hispanics arui non-MSP Hiqianics?
4. Is there a statistically significant difference between the first and last semester
GPAs o f MSP Hispanics and non-MSP Hispanics in the study?
5. Is there a statistically significant difference in persistence in regard to:
a.) MSP Hispanic males and females compared to non-MSP Hispanic students
regardless of gender, b.) MSP Hispanic males to non-MSP Hispanic males;
c.) MSP Hispanic females to non-MSP Hispanic females?
This study investigated the success o f Hispanic Millennium Scholars as
compared to the overall success of other Millennium Scholars and non-MiUennium
Scholars at a comprehensive community college. The primary objective o f the
analysis was to determine the success of Hispanic Millennium Scholars compared
with other community college students and to assess the impact o f the MSP on
enrollment at CCSN.
Additionally, the impact o f the MSP on higher education enrollments in Nevada
was examined. Indicators o f student success, including GPA and retoition, were
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examined for Hispanic and non-Hispanic MSP students, Hispanic and non-Hispanic
regularly enrolled students, and Hispanic and non-Hispanic regularly enrolled first
time, first-term students. CCSN student records were examined fiom Fall 2000 to
Spring 2003.

Design of the Study
The researcher conducted background research to review similar programs
nationwide. He then focused on the merit programs in both Georgia and New
Mexico. The Georgia program is the most notable of all state merit scholarship
programs, and the New Mexico program had a very large number of Hispanic
participants. The researcher conducted this study of the merit program in Nevada
since minimal data existed statewide. He chose CCSN as the focus of this study
because he had access to data on merit students through his administrative capacity
at the college. Data regarding the research were collected from the State ofNevada
Chancellor’s Office, State ofNevada Treasurer’s Office, CCSN’s Office of the
Millennium Program, CCSN’s Admissions & Records Office, and CCSN’s
Institutional Research Office.

Subjects
The subjects for this study were 556 Hispanic students who were enrolled with
fidl-time student status (12 or more credit hours each sonester) at CCSN between the
academic years o f2000 and 2003. The subjects were divided into two cohorts.
Cohort A was comprised of 275 Hispanic students of Wiich 86 were MSP
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participants and 189 were non-MSP studoits; all of these students began classes in
the 611 o f 2000. Cohort B consisted of 281 Hispanic studen
the MSP and 178 were not in the MSP; all of the Cohort B students began classes in
the 611 o f 2001.

Collection of Data
The researcher initially began with statistical information from the UCCSN
Chancellor’s Office. Data such as statewide enrollments by college or university,
FTE (full-time equivalent), and ethnicity were reviewed.
The MSP is under the State Department o f the Treasurer’s Office, and the office
provided data on the inception of the MSP and data on the number of high school
graduates eligible by county or district as well as the number of MSP students who
used the scholarship from the Fall 2000 semester and subsequent semesters.
Information regarding persistence was also collected from the MSP Office in May
2003, the State Treasurer’s Office. Additionally, the Millennium Scholarship Office
released its initial study o f the MSP which the researcher reviewed and utilized for
this study.
The Admissions & Records Office and the Office o f Institutional Research at
CCSN provided student data for the information sought for this study. This
information came from the Student Information System managed by Admissions &
Records. Statistics that were provided by the Office o f Institutional Research came
from the same CCSN student database.
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Federal requirements on enrollments nationwide were reviewed and used in this
study. In particular, the Integrated Post Secondary Education Data System’s (IPEDS)
data on high school graduates for Nevada who enrolled at a college cn university
between the years of 1998 - 2001.

Analysis o f Data
Data were analyzed using cross tabulations to examine the relativity among
variables such as MSP Hispanic and non-MSP Hispanic students enrolled at CCSN
full-time between t k periods o f Fall 2000 and Sprii% 2003. Difkrent variables
included studying the enrollment trends into academic or vocational course, GPAs,
persistence, and their relative performance to other ethnic groups at CCSN. Chisquare tests were used to further explain the significance of those relationships.
Relationships at a .05 level of probability were seen as significant.

Significance o f the Study
The MSP began statewide in the fall o f2000 and completed its pilot year in May
o f2001 at the close of the spring semester. The MSP is modeled after similar efforts
in other states such as New Mexico and Georgia. As of the fall o f2002, seventeen
states had some type of merit scholarship program for their high school graduates.
The state ofNevada has heralded the MSP as a m^or step in increasing its low "goto-coUege" rate, Wdch was the lowest in the country as this study commenced.
Millions o f dollars had been provided for this program, and each college or
uiuversity in Nevada participated vigorously. The influx o f Millennium Scholarships
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to each school was critical to the school’s FTE and headcount - not to mention state
bragging rights. Thousands of Millennium Scholarship students were monitored by a
MSP OfBce housed with the State Treasurer’s OfBce. Each campus of each
institution had a person or ofBce designated to assist MSP students and to ensure
compliance with state requirements fir die program.
At the start of this study, the population ofNevada was approximately 20%
Hispanic. Clark County, in which CCSN is located, had nearly a 25% Hispanic
population. It is very apparent, therefore, that the question of how Hispanics were
performing in the MSP was extremely vital. At a time when Hispanics were the
fastest growing population in the U.S., one needed to ask what was being done to
assure that Hispanics were also advancing their educations.
In Clark County, where Hispanics had the largest dropout rate in the state, the
county needed to take action to improve the retention rate of Hispanic post
secondary students. The MSP was a good place to look. One could surmise that
Hispanics in the MSP would fare better than Hispanics who were not in the MSP due
to the considerable efforts by each CCSN campus to assist them, but was this
assumption true?
This study looked at the success rate o f Hispanics in the MSP as well as those
outside o f the MSP. It only looked at full-time students who had graduated the same
year as the MSP cohorL For comparistm purposes it looked at other ethnic groiqis
particularly African Americans, Asians, and Caucasians. The study focused on MSP
students and non-MSP students at CCSN. The results o f the research study were
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valuable in promoting the future success of the Hispanic students. The researcher had
chosen to look only at CCSN for this study. '

Limitations of the Study
This study was restricted to the MSP at CCSN. A fiirther restriction was to
include only full-time students both in and out o f the MSP during the two years of
this study. There were three assumptions regarding the MSP scholars. First, it was
assumed that all MSP students were successful high school graduates with GPAs of
at least 3.0. Second, it assumed that the MSP students had completed all o f their high
school graduation requirements, which included passing the High School Proficiency
Exam. Third, it was assumed that all MSP students were self motivators and had
come from families that strongly supported education.

Summary
The study investigated the success o f Hispanic Millennium Scholars as
compared to the success of other Millennium Scholars and non-Millennium Scholars
at a comprehensive community college. The primary objectives of the analysis were:
to determine the success of Hispanic Millennium Scholars when compared with
other CCSN students; and to assess the impact of the MSP on enrollment at CCSN.
For the purposes of the study, the indicators of student success included GPA and
retention. These indicators were examined in regard to: Hispanic and non-Hispanic
MSP students in general; Hispanic and non-Hispanic students who were regularly
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enrolled, first-time, first-term students. The study examined the academic records of
CCSN students as it explored answers to the research questions.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS
Introduction
The researcher was concerned as to the impact the State of Nevada’s merit
program was having on Hispanic students at CCSN. The MSP was new to tire state
as of the Fall 2002 semester, but specific data were not available from the State
Treasurer’s Office by which the success - or lack of success - of MSP Hispanic
students could be determined. This study intended to assess the impact of the MSP
on Hispanic students at CCSN.
The research questions that guided this exploratory study were;
1. How does year-to-year persistence o f full time MSP Hispanics compare with
non-MSP Hispanics during the first year of each cohort?
2. How does course work taking differ between MSP Hispanics and non-MSP
Hispanics?
3. How does course work perfixmance (GPA) difkr between MSP Hispanics
and non-MSP Hispanics?
4. Is there a statistically significant difference between the first and last semester
grade point averages o f MSP Hispanics and non-MSP Hispanics in the study?
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5. Is tiiere a statistically significant difference in persistence in regards to: a)
MSP Hispanic males and females compared to non-MSP Hispanic students
regardless of gender; b) MSP Hispanic males to non-MSP Hispanic males; c)
MSP Hispanic females to non-MSP Hispanic females?
The research questions were addressed by reviewing statistical information
provided by the State Treasurer’s Office and the Millennium Program Office, the
Civil Rights Reports on merit programs, and federal reports as well as UCCSN data
and student data from CCSN’s Admissions & Records and Institutional Research
Offices. These data provided specific information on Hispanic students; progress in
the MSP between the years 2000-2003.
Cross tabulations of descriptive data were used to examine the relativity among
variables. In order to determine which relationship among the data from the study
were significant, chi-square testing to ascertain if the differences that were found
among groups were statistically larger than what would be expected to be found
(Blalock, 1972). The relationships that were found to be significant at the .05 level
were given further consideration (Bordens and Abbott, 1996).

Research Question 1
The first research question was: How does year to year persistence o f full-time
MSP Hispanics compare with full-time non-MSP Hispanics? For the purpose of this
study, year to year persistence was defined as Hispanic MSP students haviiig and
maintaining a GPA of 2.0 or better each semester within the academic year and
maintaining a continual enrollment.
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The Fall 2000 semester was the first semester that the Nevada MSP was in
operation. During that semester there were 275 full-time Hispanic students enrolled
at CCSN; this group was referred to as Cohort A (See Table 1). Of these 275
Hispanic students 31% (86) were students in the MSP. Approximately 68% (189) of
Cohort A students were enrolled full-time at CCSN and were not part o f the MSP.
Approximately 35% of the persisting Hispanic students in Cohort A were part of die
MSP and the remaining 65% of the Hispanic persisters were non-MSP students fiom
the Fall 2000 through the Spring 2001 semester. These last two figures indicate that
60% (166) o f Hispanic students overall fiom Cohort A had persisted in their studies
at CCSN according to this study’s definition of persistence.

Table 1
Persistence - Fall 2000 to Fall 2001
Hispanic Students
Persistence

Non-Persistence
Students

Students

M

F

MSP

20

39

59

Non-MSP

62

45

107

Total

82

84

166

Total % o f Total

M

F

Total

35.5

13

14

27

27.8

64.5

48

34

82

752

61

48

109
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Additionally, Table 1 shows that qqxoximately 38% (109) o f the 275 full-time
Hispanic students in Cohort A did not persist fiom 6112000 to Fall 2001. Of this
number, 24% (27) were Hispanic MSP students and 75% (82) were Hispanic nonMSP students.
The Fall 2001 semest^ was the first sanKterofthesecmid year that the Nevada
MSP was in operation. During that semester there were 281 full-time Hispanic
students enrolled at CCSN; this group was referred to as Cohort B (See Table 2). Of
the 281 Hispanic students 36% (102) were students in the MSP. Approximately 64%
(179) o f Cohort B students were enrolled fulltim e at CCSN and were not part of t k
MSP. Forty-three percent (72) o f the Hispanic MSP students in Cohort B as well as
57% (95) of the Hispanic non-MSP students persisted fiom Fall 2001 to the Fall
2002 semester.

Table 2
Persistence - Fall 2001 to Fall 2002
Hispanic Students
Non-Persistent

Persistence

Total % o f Total

M

F

MSP

22

50

72

Non-MSP

48

47

95

Total

70

97

167

M

F

43.4

13

17

30

27.5

57.2

51

33

84

77.1

64

50

114

Total
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These last two figures indicated that 46% (129) of Hispanic students overall
fiom Cohort B had persisted in their studies at CCSN accmding to this study's
definition of persistence.
Additionally, Table 2 shows that qtproximately 41% (114) o f the 281 fidl-time
Hispanic students in Cohort B did not persist fiom Fall 2001 to Fall 2002. Of this
number, 26% (30) were Hispanic MSP students and 74% (84) were Hispanic nonMSP students.
Cohort A and Cohort B had a similar number of students, 275 and 281
respectively. Semester to semester persistence between Cohort A and Cohort B
during the first year of each cohort showed that Cohort A had 189 of its students
persist, and Cohort B had 179 o f its 281 Hispanic students persist. A comparison of
percentages shows that 35% of the Cohort A Hispanic MSP students persisted, but
43% of the Hispanic MSP students in Cohort B persisted. Also, 64% of the Hispanic
non-MSP students in Cohort A persisted whereas only 57% of the Hispanic nonMSP students in Cohort B persisted to the next academic year.
In Cohort A, Hispanic students who were not part of the MSP fiom Fail 2000 to
Fall 2001 did not persist at as high a rate as Hispanic students who were in the MSP
during this same time fiame. Hispanic non-MSP students' persistence rate was only
57% whereas the Hispanic MSP students persisted at 69% (See Table 3).
The data that were obtained fiar this study included figures for CCSN students of
other edinicities. When Hispanic MSP students were compared with MSP students of
other edmicities, the Hispanic students had the highest rate of persisters
(qtproximately 7.3% o f Afiican American MSP students and 8.5% ofMSP Asian
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students persisted to Fall 2001), but about 15% o f Hispanic students did so (See
Table 4). When a comparison o f non-MSP students was made, it was &und that
slightly more than 11% of Afiican American students and approximately 19% of
Asian students persisted. The Hiq)anic non-MSP students 611 between these two
grorq)s at qqnoximately an 18% persistence rate.

Table]
Overall Hispanic Persisters. Cohort A
Total

Num baof

Students

Peristers

%

Persistence

86

59

68.6

Non-MSP

189

107

56.6

Total

275

166

MSP

Cohort B students fared similarly to those in Cohort A. During the period fiom
Fall 2001 to Fall 2002 only 53% (95) of the Hispanic non-MSP students persisted as
opposed to a 71% (72) persistence rate 6 r Hispanic students who were MSP scholars
(See Table 5).
The persistence rate of all Hispanic students fiom Fall 2001 to Fall 2002 was
conqxared with the data available on students o f other edmicities Wto were enrolled
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at CCSN during that same time. Approximately 6.6% o f Afiican American MSP
students and 10.6% Asian MSP students persisted; these percentages were lower
than the 182% persistence rate o f Hispanic MSP students (See Table 6).

Table 4
Persistence - Fall 2000 to Fall 2001
Persistence - All Ethnicities
Millennium

Non-Millennium

Students

Students

F

Total

% of Total

% of Total

M

F

Total

3

0.8

7

4

11

1.9

192

34

8.5

57

56

113

19.3

9

20

29

7.3

32

34

66

113

HI

20

39

59

14.8

62

45

107

18.3

CAU

96

178

274

68.7

152

137

289

49.3

Total

142

257

399

310

276

586

Ethnicity

M

AM

2

1

AS

15

AA

Table 6 shows that the non-MSP students of Cohort B mirrored those o f Cohort A. The
non-MSP Afiican American studohs again had the lowest persistence rate at 8.3%, the
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Table 5
Overall Hispanic Persisters. Cohort B

Total

Number of

Students

Peristers

MSP

102

72

70.6

Non-MSP

179

95

53.1

Total

281

167

%

Persistence

Hispanic non-MSP students were the middle figure at just over 13%, and the Asian
non-MSP student group was the one with the highest rate of persisters at 20.7%.
As written earlier, more Hispanic female students enrolled into CCSN courses
than Hispanic males. A chi-square analysis was calculated among male and female
students who were in the MSP from Fall 2001 to Fall 2002 by using information
from Table 2. The result (x^ = 1.09, dfl, p —> .05) was found to not be significant in
regard to gender. When an analysis was performed on the persistence rates of
Hispanic MSP students in relationship to the persistence rate of Caucasian MSP
students, the result (x^ = 0.533, dfl, p = > .05) indicated that there was no statistical
significance. Whai an analysis of persistence was performed between Hispanic MSP
students and MSP students o f other minority ethnicities, there was no significant
difference fi)und in persistœce rates (x' = 0.769, dfl, p = > .05).
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Table 6
Persistence - Fall 2001 to Fall 2002
Persistence - All Ethnicities
Millennium

Non-Millennium

Students

Students

Ethnicity

M

F

AM

0

3

3

0.8

5

3

8

1.1

AS

16

26

42

10.6

62

85

147

20.7

AA

4

22

26

6.6

26

33

59

8.3

HI

22

50

72

18.2

48

47

95

13.4

CAU

66

186

252

63.8

212

189

401

56.5

Total

108

287

395

353

357

710

Total

% of Total

M

F

Total

% of Total

In order to determine if the general appeal of the MSP might have had an impact
on Hispanic enrollment at CCSN, the researcher looked at previous academic years.
Tables 7 and 8 show incremental increases in minority enrollment in Fall 1998 to
Fall 1999 across all ethnic categories (J. Bearce, personal communication, April 4,
2001). The ratio of Hispanic females to males, however, was noted as the exception.
In both Fall 1998 and Fall 1999, the ratio of females to nmles in the breakdown o f
Hispanic enrollments was almost equal with slightly more males being enrolled in
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Fall 1998. It is interesting that by Fall 2000, though, the female Hispanic students
exceeded 6 e male Hispanic enrollment by 14%. Therefore, tins figure may suggest
that the MSP both encouraged and enabled qualifying Hispanic ^ n ale high school
graduates to enroll at CCSN.

Research Question 2
The second research question was: How does course taking differ between MSP
Hispanic and non-MSP Hispanics? For the purpose of this study, course taking was
defined as whether the students anoUed in occupational (vocatiorW) courses or ix)noccupational (academic) courses, or a combination o f both during their first semester
as a cohort participant
Courses were determined to be either occupational/vocational or academic
according to the definitions given here. An occupational/vocational course was
defined as a course that prepares students to enter the workforce with a Certificate or
Associate o f Applied Science Degree. An academic course, conversely, was defined
as a non-occupational, academic course which can be used for an Associate of Arts
Degree or for transfer to a university.
Cohort A consisted o f275 full-time Hispanic students with 31% (86) o f those
students participating in the MSP (See Table 9). Sixty-eight percah (189) o f Cohort
A students were rxrt participants in the MSP.
Data were collected regarding the courses selected by each full-time Hispanic
student in the MSP. Thirfy-fbur percent (29) o f dx)se students chose courses that
were all categorized as non-occiqiational (See Table 9). Two percent (2) o f the
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Table 7
Fall 1998

Race

Female

Male

%
Difkrence

AM

182/53.68

157/46.31

13.73

339/125

AS (+HP)

1330/54.35

1117/45.64

16.01

2447/9.02

BL

1652/59.04

1146/40.95

30.62

2798/10.32

HI

2093/49.83

2107/50.16

-0.66

4200/15.49

WH

9210/53.17

8110/46.82

11.94

17320/63.90

Total

14467/53.37

12637/46.62

12.64

27104/100

193/52.44

175/47.55

9.32

368/1.16

AS(+HP)

1596/55.62

1273/44.37

2023

2869/9.08

BL

2274/60.86

1462/39.13

35.70

3736/11.82

HI

2564/5020

2543/49.79

0.81

3107/16.17

WH

10357/53.10

9145/46.89

11.70

19502/61.75

13598/4622

14.04

31582/100

Total

Table 8
Fall 1999
AM

Total

16984/53.77
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studaits were enrolled inocciqiational courses only. Seven percent (6) of the
students were enrolled in courses that were evenly distributed between non(Mzciy)aticHial!&DKl<)cc%ipKdi(Hialicoiin;es
Students ^ 1 0 carried a course load consisting of more than 50% nonocciqxational courses totaled 55% (47). This figure &r outweighed the 2% (2)
students who carried a course load consisting of 50% or more occupational courses.
Cohort A consisted of 275 students with 68% (189) of those students not
participating in the MSP. Data were collected regarding the courses selected by each
o f these students. Thirty-tmepercoA (59) o f tk se students chose courses that were
all categorized as non-occupational (See Table 9). Thirty-four percent (45) of the
students were enrolled in occupational courses only. Seven percent (13) of the
students were enrolled in courses that were evenly distributed between nonoccupational and occupational courses. Students enrolled in mostly non-occupational
courses totaled 35% (66) and 3% (6) enrolled mostly in occupational courses.
Cohort B consisted of 281 full-time Hispanic students with 36% (102) o f them
participating in MSP (See Table 10). Data were collected regarding courses selected
by each fWl-time Hispanic student in the MSP. Thirty-two percent (33) o f those
students chose courses that were all categorized as non-occupational. Three percent
(3) of the students were enrolled in occupational courses only. Fifteen percent (15) of
the students were ouolled in courses that were evenly distributed between
non-occupational and occupational courses. Students iMio were enrolled in mostly
non-occupational courses totaled q^noximately 42% (42), and 9% (9) auoUed in
occupational courses.
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Table 9
Students Taking Occupational Classes - Fall 2000
Hispanic Students
Millennium

Ncm-NGUennium

Students

Students

Occ Class Load

M

F

Total

% of Total

M

All Non-Occ

10

19

29

33.7

30

All Occ

2

0

2

2.3

Even

2

4

6

Most Non Occ

17

30

Most Occ

2

Total

33

F

Total

% of ]

29

59

31.2

40

5

45

23.8

7.0

7

6

13

6.9

47

54.7

29

37

66

34.9

0

2

2.3

4

2

6

3.2

53

86

110

79

189

Cohort B consisted of 281 full-time Hispanic students with 64% (179) of those
students not participating in the MSP (See Table 10). Data were collected regarding
the courses selected by each o f these students. Twenty-eight percent (50) of these
studoits chose courses that were all categorized as non-occiqiational. Eighteen
percent (33) of the students were enrolled in occupational courses only. Fourteen
percent (25) o f the students were emoUed in courses that were evenly distributed
between non-occi^ational and occrq)ational courses. Students enrolled in mostly
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Table 10
Studoits Taking Occupational Classes - Fall 2001
Hispanic Students
Millennium

Occ Class Load

Non-Millennium

F

Total

16 34

50

27.9

1

33

18.4

14.7

11 14

25

14.0

42

41.2

31

28

59

33.0

6

9

8.8

9

3

12

6.7

67

102

99

80

179

M

F

All Non-Occ

9

24

33

32.4

All Occ

2

1

3

2.9

Even

4

11

15

Most Non Occ

17

25

Most Occ

3
35

Total

Total % of Total

M

32

% of Total

non-occupational courses totaled approximately 33% (59) and 7% (12) enrolled in
mostly occupational courses.
After a review of the data on course taking patterns, the researcher found some
noticeable difference in Cohort A and Cohort B between the full-time MSP Hispanic
and the non-MSP Hispanics in regard to the course taking habits by gender.
Table 3 showed that Cohort A's MSP students had 34% of the students taking
all non-occupationa] courses. In this group o f students Wro were carrying a course
load that consisted of only non-occupational courses, the number o f ftanale studoits
was approximately twice Ae number of male students, Ae MSP students who were
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female numbered nineteen Wide Ae male students numbered at ten (See Table 9).
The data adAtionally indicated that no females enrolled m all occupational courses
or were carrying a course load o f 50% or more occupational courses. Almost twice
as many females (30) as males (17) were enrolled m similar semester schedules,
which consisted o f mostly non-occiqiational courses.
In contrast, Ae non-MSP students of Cohort A were enrolled almost evenly by
gender in all non-occupational courses, wiA Ae male (30) slightly higher than Ae
female (29) (See Table 9). Surprisingly, eight times as many males (40) as females
(5) carried course loads that consisted of all occupational courses.
In Cohort B, Ae MSP students who were female (24) were more likely to enroll
in all non-occupational courses than males (9) (See Table 10). However, only one
female MSP enrolled in all occupational courses compared to two males. Twice as
many females (6) as males (3) enrolled in mostly occupational courses.
In contrast, Ae non-MSP female sAdents of Cohort B enrolled in all nonoccupational courses at almost twice Ae number o f males, 34 and 16 respectively
(See Table 10). A noteworthy item m the data was m the area o f all occupational
course taking. Thirty-two males were enrolled in all occupational courses as
compared to only 1 female. It was boA mteresting and surprismg that three times as
many males (9) enrolled in mostly occiqxational courses as females (3). The overall
data on boA cohorts suggested that MSP Hispanic male students were being advised
or guided Award non-occtqxational courses Wien compared A ntm-MSP Hiqianic
male sAdents.
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In review of the occiqiational and non-occnpadonal courses during Ae Fall
2000, nineteoi o f Ae Atal number Hispanic MSP students and Hispanic non-MSP
students (6 and 13 respectively) scheduled Aemselves Ar an even course load (same
number m occrgiational courses as m non-occiqiational courses). These 19 students
were not included m the analysis (See Table 9). Approximately 95% (76) o f Ae
remaining Hispanic MSP students and 71% (125) of the remaining Hispanic nonMSP students were enrolled primarily m non-occupational courses. Chi-square tests
indicated that it was extremely statistically significant that so many more Hispanic
MSP students enrolled m non-occrqiational courses than Hispanic non-MSP students
(x' = 17.35, dfl, p = <0.0001).
The researcher compared Ae course taking between Hispanic MSP females and
Hispanic MSP males for Ae Fall 2000 semester (See Table 9). It was found that
100% (49) of Ae Hispanic MSP females compared with 87% (27) of Ae Hispanic
MSP males were enrolled m non-occupational classes. Chi-square testing mAcated
Aat this difference was statistically significant (x^ = 4.216, dfl, p = < .05). When
compared wiA the other minority MSP students, it was found that Aere was no
significant Afference m the selection of courses.
Overall, Ae MSP students overwhelmingly chose to enroll m non-occupational
courses (x' = 0.750, dfl, p = <. 05). However, it was found that Hispanic MSP
students took non-occiq)ational courses m greater numbas than other minority nonMSP students. The MSP Hispanic students' choice A enroll m non-occiqtational
courses m comparison A other minority non-MSP students resulted m statistical
significance (x' = 7.168, dfl, p = < .05).
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Fall 2001 reflected similar patterns of course taking among Hispanic MSP
students and Hispanics non-MSP (See Table 10). Both grmgys overWielmingly chose
courses that were non-occupational. Statistical significance was Aund between MSP
Hispanic students and Hispanic non-MSP students m regard A taking nonoccupational courses (x^ = .498, dfl, p = < .05). As stated earlier, no Hispanic female
MSP students enrolled in occupational courses in Fall 2000, but approximately 12%
of Hispanic MSP females in Fall 2001 did take occupational courses. The difference
between females and male Hispanic MSP students course taking habits for Fail 2001
was not statistically significant (x ^ .021, dfl, p = > .05).
When comparing Ae percenAges from Ae previous paragraph of Fall 2000 and
Fall 2001 Hispanic MSP student’s course choices, Aere was a decrease m Ae
number of occupational courses taken. On Ae oAer band, Aere was no statistically
significant difference between Ae Hispanic MSP and oAer minority non-MSP
students (x^ = .055, dfl, p = > .05).

Research Question 3
The third research question was: How does course work performance (GPA)
differ between MSP Hispanics and Ae non-MSP Hispanics? For Ae purpose of this
study, course work performance was measured by examining Ae grade pomt
averages (GPAs) of the students m the study during their first semester as members
of either cohorL CCSN’s grading syston Allows the standard that is set for use by
all community colleges m Nevada.
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The Fall 2000 semester was the pilot semester Ar the MSP m Nevada and at
CCSN as well as the pilot semester Ar Cohort A. Table 11 shows the GPA ranges
Ar Cohort A at the completion of its first semester. DaA were collected by GPA,
ranging from less Aan 2.0 A 4.0.

Table 11
Cumulative GPA Breakdown - Fall 2000_____________ ___________________
Hispanic SAdents
Millenmum

Non-Millennium

M

F

17.4

76

39

115

60.8

11

12.8

11

8

19

10.1

12

21

24.4

14

17

31

16.4

7

14

21

24.4

5

8

13

6.9

3 .5 -3 .9

6

11

17

19.8

4

3

7

3.7

4.0

0

11

1

1.2

0

4

4

2.1

33

53

86

110

79

189

GPA Range

M

F

Total

<2.0

6

9

15

2 .0 -2 .4

5

6

2 .5 -2 .9

9

3 .0 -3 .4

Total

% of Total

Total

% of Total

Seventeen percent (15) of the 86 Hispanic MSP students All below the 2.0 GPA
required m order A remain m the program. Of the 83% who earned a 2.0 GPA or
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higher, 37% (32) earned a GPA no higher than 2.9. FiAy-Anr percent (38) earned a
GPA between 3.0 and 4.0. In contrast, 61% (115) of the non-MSP students o f Cohort
A earned a GPA below 2.0 during their first semester (See Table 11). Of Ae 39%
(74) who earned a 2.0 GPA or higher, 27% (50) earned a GPA no higher than 2.9.
Thirteen percent (24) earned a GPA between 3.0 and 4.0.
Cohort B began in Fall 2001, and Table 12 shows its GPA ranges at the end of
that semester. Data were collected by GPA, ranging from less than 2.0 to 4.0.

Table 12
Cumulative GPA Breakdown - Fall 2001___________________________
Hispanic SAdents
Millenmum

Non-Millennium

M

F

16.7

54

34

88

492

10

9.8

7

12

19

10.6

18

27

26.5

11

13

24

13.4

8

17

25

24.5

14

12

26

14.5

3 .5 -3 .9

8

12

20

19.6

10

7

17

9.5

4.0

2

1

3

2.9

3

2

5

2.5

35

67

102

80

179

GPA Range

M

F

Total

<2.0

5

12

17

2 .0 -2 .4

3

7

2 .5 -2 .9

9

3 .0 -3 .4

Total

% o f Total

99

Total % of T(
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Seventeen percent (17) of the Hispanic MSP students All below Ae 2.0 GPA
required to continue m the program whereas 83% (85) earned a 2.0 GPA or better. A
contrast, 49% (88) of the Hispanic non-MSP students of Cohort B earned a GPA of
below 2.0 during their first semester whereas only 51% (91) earned a GPA o f 2.0 or
better.
A order A fully answer Research Question 3, the cumulative GPA Ar all
Hispamc MSP and Hispanic non-MSP students were computed from the letter grade
awarded by Aeir instructors. For the purpose of this stody a passing GPA was 2.0 or
Agher, and a Ailing GPA was anything below 2.0. It Ad not surprise the researcher
that Hispanic MSP students had a higher percenAge of passmg GPAs Aan Hispanic
non-MSP sAdents. Chi-square testing inAcated a statistically sigmficant finAng
(x^ = 42.950, dfl, p = < .05). There was no statistically significant AfArence,
between male and female Hispanic MSP sAdents m regard to Ae pass/fail rate.

Research Question 4
The fourth research question was: Is Aere a statistically sigmficant difference
between Ae first and last semester grade pomt averages of Ae MSP Hispamcs and
non-MSP Hispamcs in the sAdy?
When Cohort A students began its first semester of study at CCSN A Fall 2000,
Aere were 86 fidl-time Hispanic MSP students. Sixty-five percent (56) o f these
students were still enrolled two years later at the start o f the Sfmng 2002 semester
(See Table 13). Over 98% (55) of these students passed their S^xmg 2002 courses
wiA a 2.0 or better GPA. A contrast, just over 56% (45) of the Hiqxanic non-MSP
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Table 13
Cumulative GPA Breakdown Ar Fall 2000

Sorine 2002

Persisting Hispanic Students
Millennium

Total

Non-Millennium

M

% of To

M

F

<2.0

0

1

1

1.2

25

10

35

18.5

2 .0 -2 .4

6

5

II

12.8

11

11

22

11.6

2 .5 -2 .9

6

9

15

17.4

7

7

14

7.4

3 .0 -3 .4

4

18

22

25.6

1

3

4

2.1

3 .5 -3 .9

3

4

7

8.1

2

3

5

2.6

4.0

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0.0

19

37

56

46

34

80

Total

% o f Total

Total

GPA Range

F

students m Cohort A passed wiA a 2.0 or better. Chi-square testmg Ar Ae success of
first and last semester GPAs of Hispanic MSP sAdents versus Hispamc non-MSP
sAdents of Cohort A resulted m a statistical sigmficance (x* = 19.305, dfl, p = < .05).
When Cohort B students began their first semester o f study at CCSN m Fall
2001, Aere were 102 fidl-time Hispanic MSP students. Sixty-nine percent (70) of
these students were still enrolled two years later at the start of the Spring 2003
semester (See Table 14). Slightly more than 94% (66) o f these students passed their
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Table 14
Cumulative GPA Breakdown Ar Faü 2001 -^Sprinc 2003_____________
Persisting Hispanic SAdents
Millennium

GPA Range

M

F

Total

<2.0

3

1

4

2 .0 -2 .4

2

8

2 .5 -2 .9

7

3 .0 -3 .4

N(m-MiUennium

% ofTotal

M

F

Total % of To

3.9

19

10

29

16.2

10

9.8

6

8

14

7.8

14

21

20.6

4

8

12

6.7

8

18

26

25.5

9

6

15

8.4

3 .5 -3 .9

4

5

9

8.8

2

6

8

4.5

4.0

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0.0

Total

24

46

70

40

38

78

Spring 2003 courses wiA a 2.0 or better GPA. A contrast, approximately 63% (49)
of Ae Hispanic non-MSP students m Cohort B passed with a 2.0 or better GPA. Chisquare testing for Ae success of first and last semester GPA s o f Hispamc MSP
students versus Hispanic non-MSP students o f Cohort B resulted A statistical
significance (x^= 19.305, dfl, p = < .05).
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Research Question 5
The fifth research question was: Is Aere^ statistically significant difkrence m
persistence m regards A: a) MSP Hispanic males and females compared A nonMSP Hispanic students regardless o f gender; b) MSP Hispanic males A non-MSP
Hispanic males; c) MSP Hispanic kmales A non-MSP Hispanic fenmles?
The three parts of this question were answered by the data in Tables 1 and 2.
These two tables have already been used A address Ae four previous questions of
this study.
Research gweshon Jn ApproxiihaAly 69% o f the Hispanic (boA male and ^nale)
MSP sAdents in Cohort A persisted to Fall 2001. A lower rate o f Hispanic (boA
male and female) non-MSP sAdents (57%) persisted to Fall 2001. Chi-square testmg
resAted in a stetistical sigmficance (x' = 3.068, dfl, p = <.05) between Ae
relationship of bemg m Ae MSP and persisting. A comparison o f Hispanic MSP and
non-MSP sAdents fi*om Fall 2001 to 2002 also resulted m a very stetistically
significant Afference (x^ = 7.557, dfl, p = < .05) when it came to being an MSP
scholar and persistmg m college.
Rgfcorch gncfhon 56. When detemdning if there was a significant difference
between oAy Ae male sAdents of Cohorts A and B, chi-square testing inAcated that
Aere was not a statistical significance between gender (maleness) and persistence
(x ^ 1.604, dfl, p = >.05).
Research gneshon 5c. When determining if Aere was a significant diflerence
between Ae female students of Cohorts A and B, chi-square testing mAcated Aat
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Aere was not a significant statistical Afierence between gender (femaleness) and
persistence (x^ = 3.418, dfi, p = >.05).

Summary
The findings o f this study were the result o f a review o f statistical inArmation
that was received from several sources.
This study found that more Hispanic MSP females were enrolled than males, but
there was no statistical significance as far as persistence by gender or in comparison
A the MSP Amales o f other ethnicities. There was statistical significance, however,
wiA Ae figures mdicatmg that Hispanic MSP females were enrolled into nonoccupational courses at a higher rate than Ae Hispanic MSP males.
This sAdy also Ascovered that Hispanic MSP mAes of both cohorts were
enrolled in non-occupational courses at a higher rate than non-MSP males of other
minority ethnicities. StetisticA sigmficance was found in regard to the number of
Hispanic MSP sAdents who were taking non-occupationA courses in comparison to
Hispanic non-MSP sAdents.
Whai cmnparistms were made between Hispanic MSP studoits and Hispanic
non-MSP sAdents, a statisticA sigmficance was found in regard the MSP
participants enrolling mto non-occupAionA courses at a higher rate. Significance
was Aso true for the number of Hispanic MSP students taking non-occupationA
courses m comparison A the students of oAer nfinorities who w o t not participatiog
m Ae MSP.
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Determination of Ae influence and impact o f Ae various support mechanisms
madR available by CCSN A Ae students m the MSP was Aso of mterest A this
study. First and last semester GPAs o f Hispanic MSP students m comparison A the
GPAs o f Hispanic non-MSP students were reveAed a statisticA significance m boA
cohorts.
The persistence rate of Hispanic students who were participants in the MSP was
a primary purpose of this study. Hispanic MSP students at CCSN, in boA Cohort A
and Cohort B, tended to persist at a higher rate than Hispanic students who were not
particip8th% m the MSP. Additionally, Hispanic MSP students m boA cohorts
persisted at a higher rate than MSP students of other ethnicities as well as Hispanic
non-MSP students.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
The intent of this study was to examine the success of Ae Hispanic Millennium
Scholarship Program participants at CCSN between Ae academic years of 2000 and
2003. This sAdy compared Ae overall academic success of Ae Hispamc MSP
sAdents wiA Hispamc non-MSP sAdents.
The participants m this sAdy were 556 Hispanic sAdents enrolled All-time
between Ae academic years 2000 and 2003. There were two cohorts. Cohort A was
comprised of 275 Hispamc sAdents of which 86 were in Ae MSP and 189 were nonMSP. These sAdents began their sAdies at CCSN in Ae fall o f2000. Cohort B was
comprised of 281 Hispanic sAdents o f which 102 were m Ae MSP and 179 were
non-MSP. These sAdents began their studies at CCSN m the 611 o f2001.

Overview o f Ae SAdy
The purposes o f this research sAdy were A compare Hispanic MSP students A
Hispanic non-MSP studaits m regard A persistence, course taking differences, and
course work perArmance (GPA). Additionally, this study aimed to determine if
there were statistically significant difkrences: 1. between the first and last semester

80
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GPAs o f Hispanic MSP students and Hispanic non-MSP students, and 2. between
designated grotqts based on gender.
The data were analyzed A yield desoiptive statistics of Ae subject m Ae two
colwrts and were also used A make cmnparisons between Ae Hispanic MSP and
Hispanic non-MSP populations attending CCSN as full-time students. Cross
tabulations were used to explore relationships in Ae data, and chi-square tests further
examined relationships between the cohorts and their sub-groups.

Conclusions
Research Question #1: How does year to year persistence o f full time MSP
Hispanics compare with non-MSP Hispanics during the first year o f each cohort?

Cohort A ’s first year mvolved semesters Fall 2000 and Spring 2001. Sixty percent
(166) of Ae 275 All-time Hispanic sAdents persisted as deAied m this sAdy. O f Ae
166 persisters, 35% (59) were Hispamc MSP sAdents, and 65% (107) were Hispanic
non-MSP sAdents. A further breakdown indicated that 68% (59) of Ae Hispanic
MSP sAdents were persisters whereas only 56% (107) o f Ae Hispamc non-MSP
sAdents persisted.
Cohort B’s first year involved semesters Fall 2001 and Spring 2002. Fifty-nine
percent (167) of Ae 281 All-time Hispamc students persisted as defined by this
study. Of the 167 persisters, 43% (72) were Hispanic MSP students, and 57% (95)
were Hispanic non-MSP students. A further breakdown indicated that 70% (72) o f
the Hispanic MSP students were persisters whereas only 53% (95) o f Ae Hispanic
non-MSP students persisted. The MSP speared A produce a higher success Ar Ae
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Hispanic full-time students than Ar those Hiqxanic students who were not m Ae
MSP.
Research goestion #2. /Aw does coarse fotmg

hetween MSP /Rsponics and

non-AtSP //wpowcs? A Cohort A approximately 89% of Ae Hispanic MSP students
were enrolled inA "all" or enrolled "mostly" inA non-occiq)ational courses, and only
4% o f Aese students enrolled mto “mostly” or “all” occupational courses. In
contrast. Cohort A’s Hispanic non-MSP students enrolled mto non-occupational
courses at the approximate rate of 66%, and Aey enrolled mto occupational courses
at Ae rate o f approximately 36%.
Approximately 75% o f the Hispanic MSP sAdents in Cohort B were enrolled
mA “mostly” or “all” non-occupational courses. Only 12% o f Aese sAdents enrolled
mto “mostly” or "all” occupational courses. A contrast. Cohort B’s Hispanic nonMSP students enrolled m non-occupational courses at Ae rate o f 61% and
occupational courses at Ae rate of approximately 25%.
The above data mAcated that Hispanic MSP sAdents were generally Allowing
an academic (non-occupational) track. A possible explanation for this occurrence
might be due to Ae advisement process A Ae MSP. However, Hispanic non-MSP
students were more likely to be advised mto an occupational track, possibly leadmg
A a terminal two year degree.
Rgfgarch goerffan #3. /Aw dbef coarse work

(G/M)

hefween

MSP /Rspamcs awf wm-MSP //wpamcr? A Cohort A, approximately 17% of
Hispanic MSP students earned GPAs below 2.0 whereas 83% o f the Hispanic MSP
students earned GPAs o f 2.0 or better. CA the oAer hand, 61% o f the Hispanic rxm-
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MSP students of Cohort A earned a GPA below 2.0, and only 39% of Aem earned a
2.0 or better GPA.
A Cohort B, approxmiately 17% o f the Hispanic MSP students earned GPAs
below 2.0 vAile 83% of them earned GPAs at or better than 2.0. Conversely,
a^roximately 49% of Cohort B's Hispamc non-MSP students earned GPAs below
2.0 wiA 51% of those earning GPAs at or better than 2.0.
The success rate of Ae Hispanic MSP student is probably due to Ae
relationship between Aese groups and Ae College’s Millennium Office staff,
Counselmg staffs Retention OfBce staff and other resources used A ensure the result
The same efforts were not implemented in regard to the Hispanic non-MSP groups.
This may be an mAcation as A where Ae pAlosophy of Ae Vroom Aeory, which
was Ascussed m Chapter 1, was evidenced. The Hispanic MSP sAdents responded
and rose to Ae level of expectation o f the college.
Research Question #4: Is there a statistically significant difference between the first
and last semester grade point average o f MSP Hispanics and non-MSP Hispanics in
the study? Approximately 98% of Ae Hispanic MSP sAdents m Cohort A who

persisted mto Spring 2003 were passmg Aeir course work wiA a cumulative GPA of
2.0 or better. Similarly, approximately 95% of Ae Hispanic MSP sAdents m Cohort
B were earning a 2.0 or better GPA. There was a statistical significance between
Hispanic MSP participation and perArmance level m course work Ar Cohort B only
(x^ = 19.305, dfl, P = <.05).
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It was advantageous Ar MSP Hispanic students A remain m t k program. Of
course, this again reflects the level o f commitment made by the college Awards Ae
MSP and not Award students outside the MSP.
Rgfgorch igaestion #5. A there a ftotMrieaZ/y fign^cant d%^ence m perristenee m
regordk A. q) MSP /fispowc mo/ef owfy^mo/es compare<f A non-MSP PRsponA
students regardless o f gender; b) MSP Hispanic males to non-MSP Hispanic males;
c) MSP Hispanic females to non-MSP Hispanic females? To summarize Ae findings

to question 5, Hispanic students who were m the MSP tended to persist at a rate
higher than Hispanic students who were not part of Ae program. The relationship
between MSP status and persistence was found to be statistically significant. When
comparing GPAs between Ae first and last semesters of course taking for Hispanic
MSP sAdents and Hispanic non-MSP sAdents in boA cohorts, a statistical
significance was found between Hispanic MSP males and Hispanic non-MSP males
and success m courses taken. Hispanic MSP and Hispanic non-MSP students were
also looked at m regard to gender and persistence. It was found that female Hispanic
MSP students persisted at a higher rate than female Hispanic non-MSP sAdents;
however, Ae relationship of persistence and female gender was not statistically
significant.
The MSP appears A have been highly beneficial to Ae Hispanic sAdents who
participated m it Hispanic males seemed A benefit fiom participation m the program
as their success rate showed a statistically significant diflerence. Hispanic female
students, however. Ad not appear A benefit as greatly. Chi-square testing reirArced
this assumption.
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Overall, it appears that Ae MSP has had positive eflects on the Hiqianic
students who participated m it. Hispanic students who graduated from high school
and then entered college as scholars m Ae MSP were more likely A be successful m
college than Ae Hispanic students who enrolled m college wiAoA Ae benefits of Ae
MSP.
Discussion
When Ae researcher was working at New Mexico State University as an
Assistant Director o f Financial Aid, his office had a desert view of Ae new football
stadium. The university decided this was gomg to change and added considoable
resources to Ae problem. Low and behold, grass grew and remained beautiful. A
comment made by one of Ae groundskeepers was, “WiA Ae amount of fertilizer and
Ae other chemicals applied around Ae stadium, one could have grown grass m the
bed of a pick-up.” What does this story have to do wiA the stody? The MSP had
received considerable attention from Ae governor, chancellor, president, and down
Ae line, and each Student Services Avision at each institution was told to make it a
success. The Chancellor’s Office even collected data concerning this program yearly.
CCSN was highly optimistic about Ae MSP and saw to it that considerable
resources were applied to Ae program. A Millennium Scholarship Office was
created and staffed, special orientations and tracking systems were put in place, and a
correspondence system was developeA An advisement system was set up Ar each
scholar, and Ae Retention Office was assigned A Allow iq» on each scholar. Yes, the
result was that Ae MSP student persisted well at CCSN and maintained a passmg
GPA. All o f this occurred Wiile the college corAnued A sufkr one o f Ae worst
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retention rates in the state and had a minimal advisement system that continued to
not be mandatory. Therefore, wiA Ae proper resources and staffing, students showed
that they could succeed and grow at CCSN. However, when students such as those
who were not m the MSP Ad not receive or seek oA academic support, which was a
component of Ae MSP, Aey Ad not fare nearly as well.
The Hispanic popAation in Las Vegas contmued to mirror the state and
country. This population grew so qmckly that it coAd not benefit from timely
responses. At CCSN, Hispanic sAdents made up 19% of Ae totA sAdent popAation.
Efforts were made A respond A this growA; these efforts must be continued as Ae
growth contmues.
RecAl that m regard to Ae MSP and CCSN, Aough, no ethmc groups were
targeted for success. It is oAy the MSP group as a whole that was the focus. This
sAdy and oAer stoAes showed that students fix>m Afferent ethmc groups varied m
how they responded to education and to sAdymg.
The recndtment of MSP sAdents was mAAy hanAed by Ae MSP Office. It
continued to recruit MSP sAdents as a whole instead o f focusmg on specific ethnic
groups to mcrease Aose groups’ participation at CCSN. Thus, Ae MSP had a higher
percentage of Caucasian sAdents than Ae percentage o f Caucasian sAdents in the
sAdent body at CCSN.
Advisement continued A be critical at CCSN. The MSP showed that
advisement upon entering college is crucial and criticA A sAdent success. However,
CCSN contmued A allow sAdents to enroll without advisement or restrictions A
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classes, and the result contmued to be a high 6ihire rate. This fact was apparent at
CCSN, but it was not responded A since taking action would call for more resources.
Similar A the Civil Rights Study which was Ascussed earlier, Ae MSP
appeared A have been designed mainly Ar the midAe class student who had already
planned on attending college after high school. The state's plan A increase its "high
school-to- college" rate had not been a success since most o f the MSP participants
came from families that earned in the $75,000 dollar income range and were
Caucasian in ethmcity. What happened instead was that Ae “choice” by Aese
students had changed.
The Clark County School District continued to have a low rate of sending its
graduates to college, and the MSP had so far not changed this fact. This occurrence
was Aso foimd wiA New Mexico’s and Georgia’s stete scholarship programs, and
Nevada followed sAt. The MSP in Nevada appeared to be of benefit to Ae midAe
class, Caucasian student; Ae impact was not on determining wheAer a prospective
student chose college or not but rather on where Ae sAdent attended (type of
institution).
It appears that Hispanic parents of the new millennium students were
supportive of Ae efforts of Aeir children to attend college and pursue Aeir dreams of
a hi^er education. However, Ar reasons not reveAed m this study, Hispanic
students A CCSN tended A enroll in occupalional/vocationA courses instead o f nonvocationA courses as they Accd their educationA chAlenges on the way A changing
their futures and the futures o f Aeir Amilies.
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According to the literature discussed in Charter 2, Hispanic students coAd and
Ad succeed Aong wiA oAer students ^ len given Ae proper resources A survive.
CCSN had the resources and departments to respond to Ae chAlenge, and it assisted
the Hispanic students A succeed iMien they were partiApards m the MSP. Hispamc
students who were not m Ae MSP A CCSN woAd no doubt have prospered
academically in greater numbers if they woAd have been given Ae same support and
resources as MSP students.

RecommerAatians
It is Ae recommendation o f Ae researcher that Ae MSP be reviewed at the
legislative level since changes in Ae originA bül thA became Ae MSP can oAy be
Atered by legislative action. A suggested change is an income ceiling on
participation at no more than a $75,000 family income A ensure participation by
high school graduates oAer than Aose planning to attend or already attending
college. This woAd be a plausible resolution to Ae recent concerns in Nevada on
how A reduce Ae annuA expenditures of Ae MSP. These steps woAd surely
respond to the MSP’s purpose o f mcreasmg Nevada’s “go-to-college” rate.
A second change m criteria to qualify for Ae MSP may well be warranted.
High school GPA shoAd not necessarily be Ae oAy criterion for participation; oAer
AcArs shoAd be considered such as Ae types o f courses thA were taken m high
school, 6»mA courses Ar college preparation, and ^Miether a potentiA MSP
recipient graduated from a low-ranking high school.
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It is highly recommended that all recipients of Ae Millennium Scholarship
receive mandatory advisement and midterm reviews as a requirement A remain m
the program and as a tool A Aster success. The college sboAd enstne that oAer
ethnic groiqis such as African American and Asian are receiving the same overall
attention as the MSP scholars m this study Ad. CCSN can also require its
departments to recruit millennium scholars in numbers that reflect its student body
popAation, and that CCSN provides the necessary resources to assure success.
Additionally, CCSN coAd begin a mandatory advisement program for A1 of its Alltime or degree seeking students as a proactive measure A increase persistence rates.
CCSN shoAd closely look at Ae “revolving door syndrome” of its students and
devise mterventions to prevent Aem from leaving college just as fast as they entered
college. CCSN should require mandaAry orientation of A1 students enrolling at
CCSN for more Aan one class; Ae orientation should be of measurable creAbility.
Each student shoAd be tracked for success just as Ae MSP student will be tracked
for accountability of the MSP. At Ae same time, it would be helpfA to determine
which factors contribute to the success o f Hispamc MSP scholars m comparison to
non-MSP Hispamc scholars.
It is also recommended that a study be conducted to determine Ae level of
support that CCSN Hispamc students receive from Aeir families. A comparison o f
Ae resporwes o f MSP and non-MSP Hiq*amc parents shoAd be reviewed A gAde m
Ae advisement process o f Hispamc students at CCSN.
The results and conclusions o f this study have opened severA doors Ar frdure
stuAes. One study coAd be corAucted A determine the success rate o f the MSP
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students beyond Ae first three years of MSP. A second study coAd be conducted on
the transfer rate o f MSP students; this same study coAd have one Acus on the
students’ choices of post-secondary institutions and a second focus on their success
rates once they are at the college or umversity A which they had transferred.
Other stuAes can delve mA aspects of Ae MSP that are rx)t acadermcally based.
For example, it may be interesting to uncover the reasons why students who qualify
for Ae MSP do not use the scholarship. Also, Ae hospitAity industry is very
prominent m Las Vegas, and many individuals find employment m Ae
hospitali^/gaming mdustry right after high school graduation instead of gomg A
college. Research coAd be conducted A determine Ae level of support for higher
education that Ae employers o f this mdustry have - or do not have - for their
employees.

Summary
This project was worAwhile smce it had brought attention to Ae MSP Hispamc
sAdents and their overall academic success. It suggested that the stereotype of Ae
Hispamc family that goes oAy A work and does not support college may have been
replaced wiA young Hispamcs who do have Ae support of Aeir families while Aey
attend college. If this is further sAdied, Ae findings may well reflect Ae sentiments
that were provided m The FinA Report of Ae Hispamc DropoA Project (1998).
Fry (2002) wrote, "We have made progress m making college accessAle A Latino
high school graduates. The next step is A assist Latino urAergraduates m finishing
college" (p. 14). This statement reflects the curreA status o f Hispamc students A
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CCSN, and this study showed that Hispanics in the MSP have done well. It
additionally suggested that the college resources applied to a groiq) had a positive
result.
This study alsciirwiicatexl that a parlnership formed between the MSP and CCSN
CÆ
U1 Ihim the\v!KMkxl incsoMiroes cdFHispemic loieriamd wcMiwaa a]%MarKltx)j5%ster*u:adk:niic
success and, ultimately, success in the workplace. Education is the answer for today
and will continue to be the answer in the future.
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